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This cylinder music box with six bells and
a snare drum is just one of the many fas
cinating music boxes offered for sale in
this issue.

Price List No. 4 now is history. Thanks go to
our many customers who ordered from it. The beauti
ful Link AX orchestrion in the deluxe walnut case
went to the MacDonald Collection in St. Louis, Mis
souri •.. the three single-violin Mills Violano-
Virtuosos went to three different eastern states:
Connecticut, New York and Ohio. New York must be a
popular state for Violanos ...we've sold a number
of them to there ..• including a beautiful Double
Mills we offered in the summer of 1967.

One of the Seeburg L cabinet coin pianos went
to a Missouri antique dealer who visited us, saw
it, liked what he saw and took it with him. The
Seeburg K piano with flute pipes stayed closer to
home: it went to a Pasadena dealer. Several orders
came in for the American Fotoplayer. It went to a
Pennsylvania collector.

Most of the music boxes were scattered far and
wide also. The beautiful 15 1/2" Regina table mod
el was one of the most popular. We could have sold
a dozen if we had them! As it was, the one we had
went to a Chicago securities specialist who had us
airfreight it to him for use as a gift. Four of the
melodic 15 1/2" "parlor model" Regina disc changers
have left our premises in recent months ... going to
such diverse places as Illinois, North Carolina
and to two towns in California: Azusa and San Gab
riel.

The fierce-looking
beast shown at the right
is actually "guarding"
the keyboard of a fine
Cremona arches trion of
fered in this catalogue.

Above are shown part
of the pipes and percus
sion effects from the
same instrument.

We've received many nice comments about our cat
alogues from our readers. One of our favorites is
from Mr. John E. Bishop of East Rockaway, New York
who wrote: "Your catalogue was source material for
my high school senior paper which was about band
organs, calliopes and nickelodeons. After a few
weeks of work I turned the paper in. It included
information paraphrased from your list. I received
a 94 grade on this paper ... the second highest mark
in the class ... "

The Hathaway and Bowers, Inc. staff has been
busy in recent months. Part of December and Janu
ary was spent logging some 15,000 to 20,000 miles
of travel around the United States and Europe in
search for automatic musical instruments. Instru
ments from this grand tour will be arriving on our
premises over the next month or so•.. and will be
a highlight of our next catalogue. Ones which are
here aiready are listed on the pages to follow.
We have acquired over $200,000.00 worth of choice
instruments ... a figure unequalled, to our knowled
ge, in the history of the hobby.

The Jim Hamilton Collection was among the groups
of instruments purchased. This array of instruments
may be familiar to some of our readers who own the
"Quarterlodeons" hi-fi record put out several years
ago. The various Hamilton machines are feat~ed on
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This catalogue features a wide array of inter
esting music boxes, coin pianos, supplies, books,
parts and related items for sale. We are sure there
are some items of particular interest to you.

We have endeavored to describe all items in this
catalogue accurately and to ~ice them fairly. To
this end we hope we've succeeded. Our last catalog
was 70% sold out within a month of its release ...
as was the one before it. We would like to add ~
to our list of satisfied customers. If you see
pieces of interest write or telephone us today! We
look forward to being of service to you in this
wonderful hobby. Incidentally, apart from our regu
lar business of buying and selling automatic inst
ruments we are always ready to be of help with any
historical or technical questions you may have con
cerning music boxes, nickelodeons and the like ...
and there is no charge for this service. We shall
look forward to the pleasure of hearing from you
by telephone or mail.

11975 E. FLORENCE AVE. SANTA FE SPRINGS, CALIF. 90670
Tel. (Multiple Lines) (213) 941-8774

Mr. Arthur Sanders, curator of Deansboro,
New York's famous Musical Museum, examines a
large orchestrion during a visit to our of
fices. When your business or vacation tra
vels bring you to California be sure to put
our offices on your itinerary.

types. The chatty and informative MBS publication,
The Bulletin, is well worth the $5 yearly dues. We
have launched a membership drive by placing clas
sified ads on behalf of the MBS in various antique
collecting publications. However, the best place
to look for members is in our own backyard. At this.
writing the MBS has about 700 members. This cata
logue is being sent to about 3,500 collectors •..
so clearly there is a potential among our reader
ship! We have nothing personally to gain from the
MBS (it is a duly registered non-profit organizat
ion with annually elected officers) except a deep
satisfaction in seeing the organization grow. If
you would like to know more about the MBS let us
know. We'll send you a free sample copy of the lat
est Bulletin together with a membership applicat
ion. It would be our pleasure to sponsor your ap
plication.
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it. The notes on the "Quarterlodeon" record jacket
give an interesting description of these pieces:

"Jim Hamilton, owner of these musical beauties,
and also owner of the Timber Mountain Inn ... has
about $50,000.00 tied up in them and their rolls ...
For many years he's been tracking down all of these
instruments he can find, buying them if they were
repairable. He has outstanding examples of each
from the good old days, when a nickel could buy
five times what it does now...

"After buying a real prize such as a mechanical
violin with piano accompaniment (Violano-Virtuoso),
Jim Hamilton would have his new find carefully
crated and sent sometimes thousands of miles to his
inn on Timber Mountain where he would then careful
ly uncrate and lovingly restore the new instrument
to its original condition ... He then lined them up
along the walls of the inn, making their paper roll
classics available for the insertion of a quarter
~ their slots ...

"Jim tells the story about a lumberjack who be
came pretty high at the bar and then started at
one end of the line up of machines, inserting a
quarter in each, til he came to the big oil burner
stove in the middle of one wall, where he had tried
his best to put a quarter in somewhere, but only
succeeded in burning his fingers!"

Close-up view of the violin and fingering
mechanism in a choice Violano-Virtuoso from
the Hamilton Collection.

Your editor, Q. David Bowers, has been appointed
chairman of the Musical Box Society membership com
mittee for 1968. In recent years the MBS has broad
ened its interests to include all kinds of auto
matic instruments including music boxes, nickelod
eons, reproducing pianos, band organs and the other



We give clues to various automatic musical in
strument manufacturers. Can you identify them???
Correct answers are given at the end.

1. Gustav Brachhausen with the backing of German
banking interests founded this firm in Jersey City
in 1892. Within a short time the facilities were
transferred to Rahway, also in New Jersey. From
the 1890's to the World War I era this company was
the leading American maker of music boxes. Product
names included the Sub~ima, Corona and Concerto
models.

A. Mills Novelty Company
B. Thibouville-Lamy
C. Regina Music Box Co.
D. Polyphon Musikwerke

3. The giant firm of --- was headquartered in Leip
zig, Germany. A wide range of products was marketed
... including the CZavitist, Animatic and Dea play
er pianos and reproducing pianos and the huge Pan
and He~ios orchestrions. One of the most intriguing
of its products was the Phono~iszt-Vio~ina, a de
vice which played three real violins via a rotating
horsehair bow.

A. Ludwig Hupfeld
B. M. Welte
C. Imhof & Mukle
D. Popper & Co.

6. This leading Chicago area musical retailer is
very much in business today. During the early 20th
century it handled many diverse types of automatic
instruments including the beautiful Empress music
boxes (made for them by Mermod Freres of St. Croix
in Switzerland), the American Fotop~ayer, the Ma
jestic automatic pianos and, later, the Empress
E~ectric coin pianos and orchestrions (manufactured
by the Operators Piano Co.).

A. Carson, Pirie & Scott
B. Lyon & Healy
C. Spillman Engineering Co.
D. Wallich's Music City

7. Founded in 1908 by employees who left the Rudol
ph Wurlitzer Company this firm's most famous pro
duct was the Piano~in, a 44-note piano with violin
and flute pipes. Unfortunately for collectors the
largest coin piano made by this outfit, the Mando
Orchestra, is so rare that none exist in any of the
larger collections or museum exhibits. MiZitaro
graph was the name given to this firm's largest
military band organs ... another automatic field in
which --- played an important part. During the
1920's many of its products were sold by a separ
ate marketing organization, the Capitol Piano and
Organ Co. Most products (but not all) of this com
pany used an endless roll.

A. Link Piano Company
B. George Baker & Company
C. American Piano Player Company
D. North Tonawanda Musical Instrument Works

5. One of the pleasures of the 1920's 'were the re
producing pianos. Most wealthy homes were not com
plete without one. The lion's share of the Ameri
can reproducing piano market went to the Ampico
and the Duo-Art. The beginning of the field can be
traced to a company which sold instruments all
over the world from its manufactory in Freiburg,
Germany in the famed Black Forest district. Dur
ing the pre World War I years the business of --
was so good in America that a factory was opened
in Poughkeepsie, N.Y. The reproducing piano in
question was marketed as the "--- Mignon."

A. M. Welte & Sohne
B. Aeolian Corporation
C. Wilcox-\Vhite
D. Keith Prowse, Ltd.

8. Founded during the early years of the 19th cen
tury this firm was active until the early years of
the 20th. It is best known for its large line of
cylinder boxes which were actively marketed by de
partment stores, jewelers, etc. in America and
elsewhere under such descriptive names as Idea~

Soprano, Idea~ SUbZime Harmonie, etc. When disc
type music boxes superseded cylinder types in the
marketplace around 1890 this firm shifted gears
and produced the SteZ~a and Mira disc instruments.

A. Mermod Freres3

QUI ZMUS I CAL

4. The founder of this firm came to America in
1853. In 1856 he founded a musical importing busi
ness in Cincinnati, Ohio. Growth was steady over
the years. In 1899 the Tonophone, a coin-operated
barrel piano, was introduced ... the firm having a
chieved success earlier as a distributor for other
coin-operated instruments, mainly Regina music
boxes. Later coin pianos and orchestrions made and/
or sold by this company included the Pianino, Mand
o~in Quartette, Automatic Harp, Tremo~o Piano,
Bijou Orchestra, Mando~in and Concert PianOrchest
ra and the Paganini. From about 1914 to 1933 this
firm dominated the market for theatre pipe organs.
Its product became known as the "Mighty ---." Today
the slogan, "Gee Dad, it's a "is used by the
firm.

A. J.P. Seeburg Piano Co.
B. Mermod Freres
C. Pierre Jaquet-Droz
D. Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.

2. This firm had its main base of operations in
Paris. Branches at one time or another were in An
twerp, Belgium; Manchester, England and in Wald
kirch, Germany. The Antwerp branch later evolved
into the Th. Mortier organ enterprise. Instruments
made by this French company ranged in size from
small hurdy-gurdy organs to huge 110-key fair or
gans with built-in doors for the entrance and exit
of the public. One of the principals of this firm
invented the violin pipe with its metal "harmonic
brake" or "frein." For years a 110-key organ by
this maker entertained visitors to Cleveland's Eu
clid Beach amusement park.

A. Limonaire Freres
B. Gavioli & Cie.
C. Nicole Freres

--D. L'Epee



B. M.J. Paillard & Co.
C. Jean David Maillardet
D. J.D. Philipps

9. This leading Chicago manufacturer of gambling
and arcade machines had a firm foothold in the
automatic music business with its Violano-Virtuoso
violin-playing machine. Thousands of these were
sold. Much less successful were the Viol-Cello and
Viol-Xylophone. Non-musical products included the
OWl, Dewey, Chicago, etc. slot machines and the
Pan-O-Ram sound movie machine ... a predecessor of
the Scopitone and Cinebox of a few years ago. Pro
spective customers of this firm were treated to
a Lake Michigan cruise aboard the company yacht,
Minoco.

A. Nelson-Wiggen Piano Company
B. Caille Brothers
C. Mills Novelty Company
D. Credit Mobilier

10. The leading Chicago manufacturer of coin pianos
was ---. Among the --- instruments popular with
collectors today are the G, H, KT, KT Special,Phono
Grand and the Pipe Organ Orchestra. This firm is
an active factor in the automatic music market to
day and is a leading maker of jukeboxes. Its trade
mark was lind still is "Simplicity; Reliability;
Endurance." At one time or another this firm owned
the Automatic Music Roll Company and the Western
Electric Piano Company.

A. H.C. Evans & Co.
B. Marquette Piano Company
C. J;P. Seeburg Piano Co.
D. Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.

the United States. We have handled two in the past
year (cf. the one illustrated on p.2 of our Price
List No.4) and have seer two or three others sold
elsewhere during the Sallie period.

Capital music boxes were manufactured c. 1895
1897 by F.G. Otto & Sons of Jersey City, N.J. The
box was a hybrid: the music was programmed on an
interchangeable steel sleeve or "cuff" - a trun
cated cone. The cuff was made by punching the
raised spurs (one for each musical note - with the
same principle as the raised projections on a Re
gina disc) on a flat piece of thin steel sheet.
The sheet was then formed into a sleeve and sealed
by crimping.

The Capital box was a cross between a cylinder
box and a disc box. It probably was not a great
sales success because it combined the difficulties
of the cylinder box (changing the "cuff" was not
as easy as changing a Regina, etc. disc; storing
the "cuffs" was also more awkward) with only a few
of the advantages of the disc box. In addition,
cylinder boxes of all types were passe during the
1890's. The new disc-type boxes (first marketed
c. 1890) made by Polyphon, Symphonion, Regina and
others were in the ascendancy. Perhaps the very
cylinder box-like appearance of the Capital was a
detriment. F.G. Otto & Sons evidently realized
this for in 1896 the Criterion disc music box made
its debut. In 1898 the same firm issued another
line of disc boxes, the Olympia models, and the
Capital series became history.

Part of the Capital box appeal is due to its
uniqueness. It is not really a cylinder box; nor
is it a disc box. Rather, it represents something
in between. As such it is a curiosity.

About Automatic Musical Instruments

We invite readers to submit questions concern
ing any aspect of automatic musical instruments.
Those of the most general interest will appear in
this column.

ANSWERS: I-C' 2-B' 3-A' 4-D' 5-A' 6-B' 7-D' 8-A'
9-C; 10-C. This q~iz w~s sh~wn t~ a f~w vi~itor~
to our office while this catalogue was being pre
pared. We noted that most advanced collectors were
able to score 5, 6 or 7 correct. How well did you
do?

QUESTION: In your Price List No. 3 you note: "Of
the thousands (of photoplayers) once made by Wur
litzer, Seeburg, the American Fotoplayer Co. and
others, only a dozen or so survive today .•. " Why
are these so rare if so many were originally made?
Of the various types which are the most plentiful
today? Do you consider the Reproduco piano and
pipe-organ combination to be a photoplayer?
ANSWER: It is difficult to give a precise defini
tion of a photoplayer as there were many one-of-a
kind instruments which are not easily categorized.

Most theatres of the 1905 to 1930 era (this
range covers from the beginning of the mass popu
larity of one-reel shows to the c.1930 period by
which time sound movies were firmly entrenched) had
an auxiliary music source to entertain the patrons
and provide an accompaniment to the film.

During the early days before World War I the
music was not carefully considered. As long as
there was something making music the audience would
be happy. There were many instances of electric
pianos and orchestrions being placed up front in
the theatre and turned on to play continuously ir
respective of the type of movie being shown. In
the old Banner Theatre in Los Angeles a Style 29-C
Wurlitzer Mandolin PianOrchestra installed around
1910 served for several years in this context. In
a Charlotte, North Carolina theatre a Seeburg Style
H orchestrion did the same duty. It presently sur
vives (in an Ohio collection). The tracker bar act
ually has a deep band worn in it for the entire
roll width - the product of its having played tens
of thousands of tunes from morning to night in the
theatre.

Early theatres sometimes had a regular pianist4

A N S W E R SANDQUE S T ION S

QUESTION: How available are Capital "cuff" boxes?
I have never seen one offered for sale here (this
question comes from a reader in Switzerland) and
wonder if they are common in the United States.
ANSWER: As a group the various Capital "cuff" boxes
are moderately scarce. At the present we would es
timate that perhaps 25 to 50 examples survive in



Above: Sketch of a theatre
interior with a photop'layer
in the orchestra pit. Pre
pared by the Seeburg Piano
Co. for use in advertising
circa 1915.
Right: Appearance and
specifications of a See
burg Sty'le R photop'laJ.jer.

INSTRUMENTATION. "R"
Organ-Plano Octav~ Couplt:r
VIolIn Crescendo Pedal
Flute Castaneu
B8S$ Mdod.8 8' TQmboun~
'Cello Mandolin
Vox Humans 8' Tom Tom Effect
Xylophone I Telephone Bell
Cathedral Ch.md I Door Bell

20 nOleS Plrt: Gong
Tremolo Horse Trot
aa~ Drum Tympani Effect
$nore Drum Steamboal \\ hlStlc
Cymbal B,rd Whistle
Crash Cymbal Baby Cry
Triangle Wind Saren
Organ S.....dl Thundn Effect
Piano 88 NOld

An almost unl'fflllC'J VQndy 0/ C'lfut.s may
~ OblO'flN Jronl luv·/:tcard, .Il1ch as Cl.I"M:OO,
Scotch IJat-fll/lr EtfC'£I. t'C.
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playa regular upright piano during the showings.
Still others had a small three or four piece musi
cal combo.

Sometime in the 1910-1915 period photoplayers
came into use. These instruments consisted (usual
ly) of a center unit which contained an automatic
piano and a roll-playing mechanism. In the bottom
of the piano were drums, pipes and other effects.
Larger models had the drums, traps, pipes and ot
her gadgets housed in one or two (usually two) side
chests attached to the center unit. The roll would
carry the melody. The photoplayer operator would
change rolls to provide a suitable accompaniment
for the screen action. Something classical might
be played during a parlor scene; a march might be
played during a chase scene; etc. By means of
knobs, keys or foot pedals the photoplayer oper
ator could add such special effects as a cow bell,
steamboat whistle, pistol crack, fire gong, etc.
as called for.

The collector today usually defines a photo
player as one of these instruments with one or two
attached side chests ... and with a piano in the cen
ter unit.

Of the half dozen or more manufacturers of pho
top layers during this period three commanded the
control of the market. The American Photoplayer
Company of Van Nuys, Calif. and Berkeley, Calif.
made and sold the "Fotoplayer." These came in a
wide array of sizes, styles and shapes. Most were
rather large and had two side chests. The Foto
p'layer used a regular 88-note home player piano
roll .•• and usually a duplex (two rolls at a time)
roll mechanism which permitted one roll to play
while the other was rewinding or being changed.
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Through several corporate structure changes the
firm became the Robert-Morton Organ Co., and oper
ated under this name during the 1920's. The latest
advertisement we have seen for the Fotop'layer was
dated 1928 - by which time the innovation of sound
movies had virtually killed the market for such
ins t ruments .

The J.P. Seeburg Piano Co. of Chicago was anot
her major force in the market. Seeburg must have
entered the field in late 1913 or 1914. A letter
to Seeburg from Julius Wellner of Philadelphia, Pa.
is dated December 24, 1913 and notes: I am anxious
'ly awaiting your new sty'le instrument for moving
picture par'lors. I am sure I can do a great busi
ness with it. I have a number of parties who are
waiting for the arriva'l of same. ~. Within the.
next five years Seeburg sold over 1,000 of its pho
top layers which it trademarked as the Pipe Organ
Orchestra.

Most Seeburg photoplayers used the type "B" roll
as us~d also on the coin-operated Seeburg J and H
orchestrions. According to the contemporary Seeburg
catalogue some of the smaller photoplayers used a
type "Gil orchestrion roll. We have never seen one
of this latter type. (Although we have seen or own
ed several of the H roll type). Certain Seeburg in
struments could be ordered with a regular 88-note
piano roll mechanism if desired. Some had two roll
mechanisms, one above the other. The type H roll
could be used on one and the regul~r 88-note home
player piano roll on the other.

Wurlitzer made its debut into the photoplayer
field sometime during the 1912-1916 era. The 1912
Wurlitzer catalogue of automatic instruments made



no mention of photoplayers. The 1916 catalogue aid"
mention them (Wurlitzer called them One Man Orches
tras) and noted that they had been "installed in a
thousand theatres."

Wurlitzer photoplayers up to and including the
Style 0 used the Wurlitzer 65-note Automatic Player
Piano roll - the same roll as used on Wurlitzer
coin pianos and keyboard orchestrions. Larger pho
top layers such as the U, eu, Hand K models used a
Concert PianOrchestra roll. If desired, any Wur
litzer photoplayer could be ordered with a regular
88-note home player piano roll instead of an or
chestrion roll mechanism. In this event the prefix
"y" was used before the model number. Thus a Style
o using 88-note rolls would be designated as a
Style YO.

In addition to the photoplayers with side chests
and extensive percussion effects a genus of smaller
instruments arose. The Reproduco, manufactured by
Chicago's Operators Piano Co., was one of these.
It contained a piano with three ranks of pipes: a
rank of metal quintadena pipes and a rank of wood
flute pipes, both housed beneath the piano key
board, and a set of 4' stopped (giving them an 8'
tone) diapason pipes mounted externally behind the
piano sounding board. The Nelson-Wiggen Selector
Duplex Organ had basically the same instrumentat
ion. These instruments did not have drums, bells
or other sound-effects gadgets (although one style
of Reproduco did have a xylophone) ••• so collectors
do not usually include them in the "photoplayer"
category today. The same goes for the Wurlitzer
Organette, a similar piano-with-pipes instrument
introduced in the 1920's. However, any classifica
tion is a matter of opinion.•. and you may disagree.

Photoplayers are'rare today as most were de
molished once their commercial usefulness ended.
They took up valuable space in the orchestra pit,
were a nuisance to clean and were no longer needed.
It was far easier to chop it apart and haul it to
the dump than it was to carefully dismantle it,
take it to a storage area, reassemble it and wait
three decades for an interested collector to come
to buy it!

If you consider the Reproduco to be a photoplay
er then it is the commonest type (we did not con
sider it thusly when we made our statement in
Price List No.3 to which you refer). Several doz
en are known in all of this instrument and its
variations. (The Reproduco is found with either a
single or a duplex roll mechanism).

If you consider a specific model of a photo
player with two side chests then the Wurlitzer
Style 0 is the most often seen. We know of about
a half dozen of these •.•which still makes it a
quite rare instrument!

Even though photoplayers of various makes were
produced throughout the ~920's they were a small
part of the theatre music market then. The heyday
of the photoplayer seems to have been c. 1912
1920. Most of the theatre music sales of the
1920's went to full-fledged theatre pipe organs
(Wurlitzer, the leading builder, sold well over a
thousand at prices up to $75,000.00 or so each!).
These were seemingly more appealing to the pub
lic, had a much greater volume of music and were
a natural adjunct to the rococo movie palaces of
this era.
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QUESTION: When was the Wurlitzer LX Orchestra
Piano first introduced? How can you tell an LX
from a EX or eX?
ANSWER: The Wurlitzer LX was first marketed late in
1921. The LX designation referred to the new-style
squared-off case design with panels containing rip
pled clear glass and a series of crescent-shaped
art glass pieces. __

The LX was obtaInable in a number of ·different
options, the most frequent being:

1. With either violin or flute pipes.
2. With both violin and flute pipes.
3. With or without orchestra bells.
4. With or without the top "wonder light"
5. With or without the Automatic Roll Changer

(Models without were called "Style L").
The most often seen model had two ranks of

pipes, orchestra bells, a wonder light and the
Automatic Roll Changer. Of course all of the vari-

Above left: Wurlitzer
ex orchestrion. Above
right: LX orchestrion

ations had the basic instrumentation of piano,man
dolin bar, bass drum, snare drum and triangle.

We have seen a few of the LX models with the in
spection sticker (on the left hand inside wall of
the case) marked "BX" or "CX." This is a holdover
from the pre-192l period when, generally speaking,
most models of Wurlitzer keyboard orchestrions with
the same instrumentation as the later LX were des
ignated "BX" if they had one rank of pipes and "ex"
if they had two ranks. Evidently the factory in
spectors continued this nomenclature unaware that
the advertising department was billing the post-
1921 instruments with the "LX" label.

QUESTION: What is meant by a "mandolin bar" or
"mandolin effect" attachment to a piano?
ANSWER: Most coin-operated pianos (and a few of the
foot-pumped 88-note home player pianos too) had
mandolin attachments. In its simplest and most of
ten seen form the mandolin attachment is a "cur
tain" made of cloth or leather strips with metal
studs attached to the end of each strip. Upon an
appropriate signal from a special perforation in
the roll the curtain will lower between the row
of piano hammers and the piano strings. When a note
is then sounded the piano hammer will hit the metal
stud first and forcibly strike it against the piano
strings, thus producing a "mandolin" sound.



There are several other names for the mandolin
attachment, including "banjo attachment" ·(this term
was a favorite of the Nelson-Wiggen Piano Co.),
"harp attachment" and in modern player-piano par
lance the "Rinky-Tink" or "Ukelano" attachment.

In the coin piano field there were several vari
ations among mandolin attachments. Most Cremona
and Coinola instruments, for instance, used a man
dolin attachment made of wooden strips which were
hit by the piano hammer shank (not the hammer head)
and driven against the strings. Certain Hupfeld
orchestrions have a "harp effect" consisting of
wooden piano hammers which are trilled against the
piano strings by means of a belt-driven ratchet
mechanism. This produces a pleasing ringing sound,
much in the manner of a street piano. The Wurlitzer
MandaZin Quartette operates on a similar principle.

SEARCH FOR AUTOMATIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

To maintain our inventory we are constantly in
need of choice music boxes, coin-operated pianos,
orchestrions, band organs and related automatic
instruments. Whether you have a single $100.00
item or a $100,000.00 collection your inquiry will
receive our immediate attention.

We also handle automatic musical instruments on
a consignment basis at reasonable rates.

If you have instruments for sale contact Hatha
way & Bowers, Inc. today! •.• And, we are always
willing to pay a finder's fee for information lead
ing to the purchase of these pieces.

Also wanted are coin piano and reproducing pi
ano music rolls, music box discs, original liter
ature, art glass and other components related to
automatic musical instruments.

HOW TO ORDER FROM HATHAWAY 6< BOWERS, INC.

If you see a one-of-a-kind item (an interesting
piano, music box, organ or orchestrion for instan
ce), we recommend a telephone call to reserve it.
If your order is for an item selling for $100.00
or more you may telephone us COLLECT from any part
of the UEited States.

Small items such as books and records will be
shipped postpaid by us. Such postpaid items are so
indicated in this catalogue. Larger items will be
sent via REA, air freight or motor freight, charges
collect. Pianos, orchestrions and band organs and
other items weighing several hundred pounds or more
are best shipped by moving van. The charges are
very reasonable ••. and the instruments are carefully
padded, insured and well cared for. Also by ship
ping by moving van the driver and his assistant(s)
will place the instrument in your living room, den
or wherever you want it. We will arrange to have
a moving company serving your area pick up the in
strument and ship it to you charges collect. Items
going to Europe and other overseas points will be
crated at cost. We will arrange shipment via the
nearby Port of Los Angeles.
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Additional information con~erning any instru
ment or other item advertised will be gladly sent.
If you have any questions concerning an item do not
hesitate to ask. There's no obligation to buy.

Note: California residents please add 5% state
sales tax. California dealers please send resale
exemption certificate.

Join the ranks of collectors, museums and deal
ers who enjoy doing business with Hathaway 6< Bowers.
We're not satisfied until you are.

l2-Tune Bremond Bell Box
This choice l2-tune music box was made c.1880

1890 by B.A. Bremond of Geneva, Switzerland. The--
tunes are pinned on a 16 1/4" long cylinder. A var
ied selection of tunes such as Captain Jinks, Rigo
Zetto are Lucia de Lammermoor titled on the origi
nal ornate rhomboidal tune card affixed to the un
derside of the lid.

The top of the lid features an elaborately in
laid design of a bird in flight amidst varicolored
scrollwork.

Six bells furnish an accompaniment to the musi
cal comb. Each bell has an engraved design on it.
If desired the bells may be turned on and off by
means of a control lever on the right side of the
comb.

This large box has been professionally refini
shed to a soft satin sheen. Attractive! $449.00.
(Stock No. BRE-l026)

Large Upright Adler Music Box
Never made in large quantities, Adler music

boxes are fairly scarce today. AdZer, which means
"eagle" in German, was the trademark given to cer
tain music boxes produced by the factory of J.H.
Zimmermann in Mockau, a suburb of Leipzig, Germany.

The box offered here is an impressive one and
measures about 40" high, 17" deep and 26" wide.
Judging from the case design it dates from the
1890's. It uses an 18 3/4" disc driven by slotted
perforations near the perimeter. A half dozen discs
are with the instrument. It is coin-operated. The
lengthy operating instructions are on the original
tablets on the right side of the case proximate to
the coin slot.

The large double comb of this instrument gives
it a tonal quality and resonance comparable to the



Views of the Adler
upright disc music

,box we offer.

Polyphon and Symphonion boxes of this period. The
case has been perfectly refinished, making it a
beautiful item for display.

An ideal item for the specialist building a rep
resentative collection of disc-type boxes.

$595.00. (Stock No. ADL-l048)

The Reed Pipe Clariona
The Reed Pipe Clariona was the somewhat fanciful

name given tq this l4-note hand-cranked reed organ.
The instrument is of modest size and measures about
a foot in each dimension. The sound of the reeds is
amplified by a seven-part wooden expression cham
ber above the reed openings.

The instrument has no music with it. However,
the l4-note scale is an elementary one •.. and any
one with a modicum of patience can easily turn out
a tune or two for it in an evening. It uses a paper
strip.

This instrument has been rebuilt and will play
once music is made for it. It is virtually in mint
condition. The original labels and the detailed
instruction sheet are fresh-appearing. We acquired
the instrument in its original wood packing box...
and this will be given also to the buyer. Not one
hand-cranked reed organ in a hundred is as nicely
preserved as this one. A telephone call is recom- 8

mended to reserve it! (You can call collect .•• as
you can for any order of $100 or more).

Just $129.00. (Stock No. CLA-1694)

Ariston Hand-Cranked Reed Organ
Ariston hand-cranked table top reed organ manu

factured in Germany c.1890-l895. The instrument has
a set of 24 reeds which play music from a perfor
ated cardboard disc.

The instrument is unrestored and will need com
plete rebuilding, including wood filling of worm
holes. It is not presently in playing condition.

The Ariston, when completed, will be quite musi
cal and will be worth the best part of $200.00.
Restoration is fairly simple and straightforward.
A weekend of work should be all the time necessary
to do it. It would be a good initial restoration
project for someone wanting to gain familiarity
with rebuilding. The instrument is small enough to
do on a kitchen table top. We offer it together
with ten discs for the low price of just $99.00.
(Stock No. ARI-1133)

Ariston in Ornamented Case
This Ariston is in condition similar to the pre

ceding except that the present instrument has not

had the woodworm damage to the case. In addition,
the case is a bit larger and has a multicolored
frieze on the top under the position of the disc.

With ten discs the instrument is yours for just
$135.00 ••. which must be an attractive price as we
have been selling a fair number of similar instru
ments in this price range to antique shops. (Stock
No. 1131)

--------------------------------------------

Large Orchestral Box on Matching Stand
This large box dates from the 1880's and is at

tributed to Baker-Troll of Geneva, Switzerland. It
has two interchangeable 11" cylinders, one of which
is stored in a drawer under the box. There are six
tunes per cylinder. The musical program of mostly
waltzes and marches is boldly inscribed on the 9r-



Views of the or
ahestral box we
offer for sale.
The rrrusiaal aomb
is divided with
the speaial aomb
for the operation
of the snare drum and
bells in the aenter.

iginal colorful tune card on the underside of the
lid.

The instrument is 39" wide (dimensions include
matching stand), 21" deep and 27" high with the lid
closed. With the lid open the height is 43 inches.

The instrumentation consists of a divided music
al comb with the percussion teeth in the center.
Accompaniment to the music is provided by a snare
drum with eight beaters and a group of six highly
polished bells, each of which has a multicolored
striker in the shape of a honeybee.

The case and stand are a beautiful ebony finish
which has been professionally redone to factory
condition. Inlaid on tqe top of the lid is a scene
of a crossed mandolin and guitar amid garlands of
flowers.

A good value at $895.00. (Stock No. CYL-l024)

Swiss Drum and Bell Box
Compact musical box with a 6" cylinder. Accomp

anying the musical notes are three bells and a
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snare drum with five beaters. There are eight tunes
on the cylinder. The mechanism is housed in a case
which has been expertly refinished to a beautiful
satin sheen. A melodious box which dates from the
1880's. $349.00. (Stock No. CYL-1677)

-----------------------~--------------------

8-Tune Swiss Music Box
Attractive eight-tune Swiss cylinder music box

in a beautifully inlaid (with bird and flowers)
case. The cylinder is 13 1/8" wide and plays sel
ections from Carmen, Faust, Tannhauser, etc.

Overall measurements of the box are 22" wide,
8 1/2" deep and 6" high. Attractive and very mus
icall $325.00 (Stock No. CYL-l094)

8-Tune Swiss Box
This attractive little Swiss box plays eight

tunes from an eleven-inch cylinder. The case,which
has a geometric design inlaid on the top, has been
professionally refinished. $265.00 (Stock No.
CYL-1678)



are most by members of the famous watchmaking and
music box making Lecou1tre family. $245.00. (Stock
No. CYL-1680)

--------------------------------~---~-------

--------------------------------------------

8-Tune Swiss Box - 9" Cylinder
This interesting 8-tune Swiss box uses a 9" cyl

inder and has the original colorful tune sheet on
the underside of the lid. A small label reads: J.B.
Ebblewhite's MUsical Instrument Depot, London.

The program consists of popular songs. $245.00.
,Stock No. CYL-168l)

6-Tune Swiss Bo::
This cylinder box dates from the 1870's. Six

tunes are programmed on an 8" cylinder. Overall
measurements are 16 1/2" long, 7 3/4" deep and
4 3/4" high. The case is of rosewood and has been
perfectly refinished. $185.00. (Stock No. CYL-1682)
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6-Tune Swiss Box
Six-tune Swiss music box by "J.M. & Co." of St.

Croix, Switzerland. The six tunes are popular num
bers such as Bluebells of Scotland, Nelly was a
ladY, etc. The action of this box is slow and needs
cleaning and regulation. Otherwise the comb, cyl
inder, etc. are in good order ... and the case has
been refinished. $149.00. (Stock No. 1679)

Lecoultre Music Box
This four-tune box uses an 8" cylinder and plays

107 teeth in the musical comb. The lid of the box
is attractively inlaid. A good quality box, as

3-Cylinder Swiss Box
Swiss music box with three interchangeable 6 1/4

inch wide cylinders. This box was once beautiful,
but now it is very poor in condition. The case
needs complete refinishing, some of the cylinder
pins need to be straightened, the comb should be
replaced. etc. It is useful only for parts ... or,
better yet, for a box on which to gain familiarity
with rebuilding and repairing. Worth $125.00.
tStOCK No. CYL-1379)



Criterion Music Box
We present an ornate Criterion table model

mahogany music box which uses 15 1/2" Criterion
discs ••. a half dozen of which are furnished with
the instrument.

Criterion music boxes were produced by F.G. Otto
& Sons of Jersey City, N.J. CY'iterions were first
produced in 1896•.. and phased out of production a
few yelIl's Zater when the firm's Zine of OZympia
boxes became the saZes Zeader.

Construction-wise this beautiful double-comb
Criterion box bears a strong resemblance to the Re
gina boxes made in nearby Rahway, N.J. Probably
many of the Criterion and Regina components came
from the same source.

The Criterion is an essential part of any repre
sentative collection of American music boxes. This
lovely specimen ~nd a supply of discs) is offered
for $495.00 (Stock No. CRI-I081)

The PaiZZard orchest
ral. box Offered and
iZZustrated on this
page is one of the
most ornate and eZab
orate boxes in coZ
Zectors' hands today:
Even without the mu
sic box part the cab
inet is a master
piece of furniture
making IIl't.

View of the music box with the top cover Zifted.

The writing desk and c£.awers.
11

The music box with the protective gZass cover
in pZace •. . with the coZorfuZ scene and inZau.

Extra cyZinders lIl'e stored in
bottom drawers.

Paillard Music Box in Writing Desk Console
The elaborate Paillard music box here offered

is undoubtedly one of the most ornate cylinder
boxes in existence today.

The music box itself is the interchangeable cyl
inder type. Instrumentation consists of a two-part
musical comb, a 19-note organ, 7 bells (with finely
formed bee strikers), a snare drum with eight beat
ers and a wood block with six beaters. The cylin
ders are 16 1/8" long and contain six selections
each. The music is a rich repertoire of classical
and operatic tunes for the most part. There are
seven cylinders in all.

The box is built into a beautiful writing desk
with curved front and sides. The drawer below the
music box pulls out to reveal a desk with a leather
surface. Four small drawers and a storage compart
ment are at the back of the desk.

Below the desk are five large drawers for cylin
der storage. The box and its console are richly
figured and extensively inlaid.

Overall measurements of the instrument are 46"
wide; 27" deep and 47" high (with lid closed) or
64" high with the lid open.

This outstanding showpiece is worthy of a place
in the finest private or museum collection. From
both an audio and a visual standpoint it is a mar
vel. $3950.00 (Stock No. PAI-I061)



Bedplate and comb of the 27" Regina.

Gem Roller Organ
20-note hand-cranked organ manufactured in Itha

ca, New York c.1900. The instrument uses interchan
geable wooden rollers or "cobs" which cause the
notes to sound by mechanically lifting the metal
reed pallets. A surprising amount of music can be
obtained from this small instrument. In excellent
playing condition with 3 "cobs" of music (extra
cobx $3 each or $25 for ten). $125.00. (Stock No.
GEM-IlIO)

The instrument we offer here is a choice speci
men. It uses the 27" disc, a half dozen of which
are furnished with the box. It has two large combs
with a total of 172 steel tongues ... the same melo
dic capability as the large 27" disc automatic-
changer boxes.

The box is of mahogany. An important opportun
ity to acquire this rare piece. $725.00 (Stock No.
REG-1675)

Note: The Regina folding top boxes (also called
"accordion top" and "casket type" by collectors)
were made in two sizes: the 27" size such as the
one offered here and in the smaller 20 3/4" disc
size.
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Regina 27" Disc Table Model Music Box
When we offered a similar Style 6 Regina folding

top music box in our Price List #4 we thought it
would be a long time before we would have another
to offer. It is among the rarer of the major Re
gina types and is seldom seen even in advanced col
lections.

Table Model Polyphon Box - 15 1/2" Disc
This attractive Polyphon table model music box

uses 15 1/2" discs and is housed in a handsome wal
nut case with a beautifully inlaid top. It is a
single comb model. Brightening the underside of
the lid is the original illustration of a cathed
ral.

The instrument plays well. It is offered with
a half dozen discs. Just $395.00. (Stock No. POL
1083)

Table Model Polyphon Box - II" Disc
This choice table-top size instrument uses the

II" Polyphon disc and was manufactured at the
Polyphon-Musikwerke in Wahren (near Leipzig), Ger
many circa 1895. With it are a half dozen discs.

The case is attractive ...with an allegorical
scene on the underside of the lid and with the
"POLYPHON" name inlaid on the top of the lid.

The winding lever fo~the instrument is located
on the bottom front of the case. This single-comb
box plays well in all respects. Just $275.00
(Stock # POL-1121)



New American Musical Box
20-note Gem Roller organ with a "New American

Musical Box" stencil on the cover (Gem Roller Or
gans were sold by dozens of different agents, many
of whom put different trademarks on them). Identi
cal otherwise to the Gem Roller organ in all re
spects. In excellent playing condition with three
"cobs" of music (extra cobs $3 each; ten for $25).
$125.00. (Stock No. GEM-ll05)

Melodia Roller Organ - BOYLE BROS.
Melodia paper roll organ sold by Boyle Bros.,

agents. Uses a 7 3/4" wide paper roll, one of
which is with the instrument. (Additional rolls can
be made easily after a bit of practice. The instru
ment has 14 notes).

In Fine unrestored condition, but plays nicely.
$125.00. (Stock No. MEL-110l)

Melodia Roller Organ - AMERICAN MERCANTILE CO.
14 note paper roll organ sold by the American

Mercantile Co. as agents. Uses 7 3/4" wide paper
roll, one of which is with the instrument. Plays
now but is unrestored.

Paper roZZ organs were a fad in America during
the 1880's. Of simpZe construction and containing
onZy a few mo~ing parts they couZd be mass-produced
and marketed 1-n Zarge quantities. They fiZZed a 13

definite need for music in the home in the decade
before disc-type music boxes became prevaZent. By
spending $5 or $10 one couZd have a pZeasing musi
caZ instrument and a wide variety of popuZar tunes
to go with it. SaZes of certain popuZar modeZs un
doubtedZy broke the 100,000 unit mark.

This Melodia organ. $129.00. (Stock No. MEL
1102)

Note: Apropos of paper roll organs we mention that
one of our customers, Mr. Frank H. Goodbub of 1216
Harmony Lane, Jeffersonville, Indiana 47130 has
written to inform us that he is now offering recut
rolls for the CeZestina, MandoZina and Seraphone
paper roll instruments. Prices are $8 per roll or
four for $30. Mr. Goodbub issues a list of avail
able tunes. Interested collectors may write direct
ly to Mr. Goodbub as we have no connection with the
project.

Mermod Freres Cylinder Box
This petite Mermod Freres cylinder box is housed

in a beautiful light golden oak case ... a popular
wood for the products of this famous St. Croix,
Switzerland firm (during the 1880-1895 is is ap
parent that most cylinder music boxes imported to
America were made by this company).

The box uses a 7 1/2" cylinder. Its overall di
mensions are 21 1/2" wide, 12" deep and 8" high.
The comb is equipped with a "harp" attachment for
extra musical effects. A tune indicator to the

left of the cylinder registers the tune currently
being played. $275.00. (Stock No. MER-l086)

See an Instrument of Interest???
If it sells for $100 or more you can telephone

us COLLECT from anywhere in the United States and
we'll hold it for you! If you have any questions
concerning any aspect of any instrument listed
here do not hesitate to ask.

You'll like the Hathaway & Bowers, Inc. way of
doing business.



Mira Music Box - 12" Discs
Mira music boxes were introduced by Mermod

Freres in the 1890's in order to capture a share
of the market for disc music boxes ... a market then
in its ascendancy. (Mermod also made "Stella" boxes
for the same purpose once the market for its cylin
der boxes waned) Both Mira and Stella boxes are
considered to be of exceptionally high quality by
the collecting fraternity today.

The instrument here offered is a Mira which uses
12" diameter discs, five of which are with the in
strument. The instrument is a double comb model
with a zither (also called harp, mandoZin or banjo
effect in music box collecting nomenclature) at
tachment on each comb. The mechanism is housed in
a light golden oak case of pleasing appearance.

---The on-off mechanism has been electrified LO
permit operation from a distant coin slot. This
mechanism may be bypassed or removed, if desired.
It is not visible from the outside of the case.

Worth more than our price of $295.00. (Stock
No.. MIR-1692)

11" Polyphon Table Model
11" Polyphon table model box; single musical

comb. Crank winding mechanism (the other 11" Poly
phon box in this catalogue has the usual lever
wind mechanism operated from the front). Elaborate
and appealing scene of children at play is on the
inside of the lid. The top of the lid has the word
POLYPHON inlaid in script.

The instrument plays well and is furnished with
a half dozen discs. $275.00. (Stock No. POL-1683)
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Tall Cabinet-Style Polyphon
Tall upright cabinet-style Polyphon music box

which uses 15 1/2" discs (these 15 1/2" Polyphon
discs are interchangeable with similar diameter
Regina discs). A half dozen discs go with the ins
trument.

This music box is floor-standing and is an im
pressive 5 feet 6 inches high. The width is two
feet and the depth is 15 inches. The musical
mechanism is in the top part of the case. The disc
is visible behind a circular piece of beveled
glass. Beneath the mechanism is a disc storage
rack which tilts forward, permitting easy select
ion of any desired piece. This is also behind bev~

eled glass. An additional velvet-bottomed storage
compartment is at the bottom of the case .•. and is
likewise faced with· beveled glass of high quality.
The use of this compartment could be for the dis
play of art objects or whatever.

A good buy for collectors or dealers at just
$595.00. (Stock No. POL-l025)

15 1/2" Polyphon Table Model
Single-comb Polyphon table model using a 15 1/2"

disc. A half dozen discs are with the instrument.

The discs are interchangeable with Regina discs of
like size.

The case of the box is of attractive light
brown walnut. An attractive photograph is on the
underside of the lid. The box plays with a bril
liant tone characteristic of Polyphon instruments
in general. $395.00. (Stock No. POL-l083)



large upright Poly
stands nearly five

feet tall and uses the
large 24 1/2" discs.
With its impressive quo
ta of architectural gin
gerbread it is an examp
le of the Victorian mu
sic box at its best. It
dates from the 1895
1900 era when Polyphon
reigned supreme as eur
ope's leading musical
box manufacturer.

--------------------------------------------

Note: There are many interesting items scattered
throughout this catalogue. Be sure to check each
page carefully 50 as not to miss any items of in
terest. See also our supply section for music box
discs, music box parts and related items.

Impressive 24 1/2" Disc Upright Polyphon
This large upright Polyphon is emblematic of

Victorian elegance in its finest form! From the
bottom of the turned wood feet to the top of the
carved gallery it measures nearly five feet high
(58" to be exact). The width is 31" and the depth
is 16"

It uses a 24 1/2" disc, a half dozen of which
are with the instrument. As is the case with most
other Polyphons of this genre the mechanism is
visible behind glass in the bottom of the case.

Musically, the large double comb is brilliant,
and coupled with the resonance of the large case
the overall effect is outstanding.

A piece of trim is missing from a door cornice,
but apart from this detail the case is sound.

A similar box recently sold for $900.00. Every
thing considered, our low price of just $695.00
should make this one of the most attractive boxes
in this catalogue. (Stock No. POL-l038)

are always in strong demand) but is in buying. As
an owner of a collection of instruments this short
age is somewhat beneficial to you. One of our
friends told us that he did a survey of music box
and automatic instrument prices over the past 10
years and found that they increased in value on
the order of 18% per year. Few other investments
have done as weIll

This beautiful Polyphon box: $595.00. (Stock
No. POL-I036)
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Another 19" Upright Polyphon
This attractive music box is virtually the cous

in of the preceding instrument. Internally it is
identical in all respects. With it are a half
dozen discs.

Externally the case has been refinished, but
there are some minor wood trim pieces missing at
the two upper cornices of the glass door. These are
easily replaced. In fact, we'll have it done here
for $25 if desired (if it costs us less an approp
riate refund will be made).

These classic disc boxes are becoming increas
ingly difficult to obtain as the years go by. In
fact, the main problem here at Hathaway & Bowers
is not selling (choice boxes, orchestrions,etc.

19" Upright Polyphon
Attractive upright Polyphon which uses the 19"

Polyphon discs, a half dozen of which are with the
instrument. With double musical comb. Measurements
of the case are 3'2" high, 2'1" wide and 15 inches
deep.

Equipped for coin-in-the slot operation as are
most extant upright Polyphons. These instruments
originally saw their greatest use on store counters
and on bar counters in Germany and England.

The elaborate wood turnings and overall Victori
an appearance of this box makes it visually as well
as musically appealing. $595.00. (Stock No. POL
1035)



,Amorette Hand-Cranked Organ
Small table-top reed organ measuring 14" wide,

10 1/2" deep and 7 1/2" high. Uses 8 1/2" discs ..•
of which we have none in stock.

The instrument has 16 keys (notes) and is in
fine preservation. Offered for just $9S.00 .•.which

should be an outstanding value if you have music to
go with it. (Stock No. AMO-l09S)

--------------------------------------------

The oase of this
beautifully restor
ed Aeolian Orohes
treUe fairly
gleams with bright
ness. It oould not
have been more at
traotive nor could
it have sounded any
better the day it
left the factory!

Beautifully Restored Aeolian Orchestrelle
Many hundreds of hours of loving care have been

spent on this Aeolian Orchestrelle. The various
interior pneumatic parts have been rebuilt ... mak
ing it possible to play this instrument with very
little foot pumping effort.

The case has been completely professionally re
finished to an attractive deep mahogany color which
is accented by gilt trim. All in all it is an
ideal embodyment of the traditional late Victorian
parlor organ with a player attachment.

Of the several different types of automatic
reed organs introduced circa 1890-1910 none was
more successful than the Aeolian Orchestrelle. The
popularity was helped, no doubt, by many full-page
advertisements in magazines of the era.

The instrument offered here produces a wide var
iety of tonal coloration and shading via over a
dozen different draw knob stops located above the
keyboard. A contemporary advertisement said of the
Orches t relle:

The player of an Aeolian Orohestrelle oan be li
kened to no one so muoh as to the oor~uctor of an
orohestra. The notes are sounded for him. He oon
trols the registration of the tones, the shadings
of teMpO, the phrasing, the tone-ooloring, all the
orohestral effects are at the command of the owner
of «a Aeolian Orohestrelle The Aeolian Orohest-
relle is a home orohestra .

\fuile copy writers in the "good old days" were
subject to occasional flights of imagination it is
nonetheless true that the Aeolian Orchestrelle does
produce a suprising variety of very listenable mu
sic. The instrument here offered has a library of
several dozen different rolls •.. and additional
rolls are sufficiently plentiful on the collectors~

market that the new owner will experience no dif
ficulty in collecting dozens more if he so wishes.

This beautifully restored instrument is yours
for $1395.00. (Stock No. AEO-169S)

Violano-Virtuoso - Single Violin Model
This single-violin model of the famous Mills

Violano-Virtuoso is from the Hamilton Collection.
It is in a beautiful mahogany case ... and has a vir
tually "factory fresh" finish preservation on the
inside of the case. Refinishing or careful polish
ing will do the same for the exterior.

The instrument dates from the mid-1920's. In
strumentation consists of a real violin played by
mechanical fingers. Accompanying the violin is an

16 automatic piano. The instrument uses the regular

,.
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MILLS
Violano-Virtuoso

OriginaL MiUs trademark for the VioLano-Virtuoao
and an earLy advertisement (airca 1925) for the
DeLuxe mod£L... known as the "DoubLe MiUa" today.

Scene at the MULs factory sho1JJing mus-z-c-z-ans "re
cording" the master VioLano music roUs.

MiLLs factory scene: reguLating the VioLano piano
action was one of the finaL steps.17

of the Violano was the DeLuxe
piano and two mechanically
Of the 4,000 or so Violano

made only a few hundred were

5-tune Violano-Virtuoso rolls, three of which are
furnished with the instrument. Additional rolls
may be purchased for $23 each.

If you have been looking for a choice Violano
Virtuoso to add to your collection here is an ex
ceptionally fine one •.• and one which plays nicely.
$1395.00 (Stock No. MIL-1674)

Two(l) DeLuxe Vio1ano-Virtuosos
We offer two choice specimens of :he DeLuxe

model Violano-Virtuoso••. the instrument with two
violins. \

One of the most interesting American mechanical
musical instruments ever marketed was the Violano
Virtuoso. Developed by inventory H.K. Sandell, the
Violano-Virtuoso was manufactured and marketed by
the Mills Novelty Company of Chicago. By means of
aggressive promotion and a good product Mills was
able to sell approximately 4,000 of these from
about 1908 to 1930.

The ultimate model
style. It contained a
played real violins.
Virtuosos originally
of the DeLuxe style.
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passed ·~l:tat SO lII.uch expr~~ be produced
thought 1. tic phrasing COU 'the tech
and art l~ Jl,echanical .e~nsd·one wi th so
by 'lIere of course. S t despai r
oleal pa~;~tion. as to P~\ll~d virtuO~o.
lIuch per r the most 5 chromallC
the efrOrts Os and sureness inh crispness
Such e~~n~~~ble stopping~l~U~ot be
runS. ass8ges. co so" cer
in staccatoT~e ttViolano-virtuo b in the
equalled. an important epoe
tainlY aake:uaan inventions.
histOiY of Yours very trulY.

4···... ~··o/

Early testimonials for the Violano-Virtuoso. including statements from such lu
minaries as William Jennings Bryan and George M. Cohan. are shown at the top of
the page. Below is a family scene from al c.1912 Mills catalogue. Change the
dress a bit and it could well be a collector's home today.



Mills

Views of the Double Mil s (stoc #MIL-1362) of~

fered here. The Double Mills was the ultimate
Violano . .. and was one of the most interesting
mechanical musical instruments ever to grace
the American scene • ••• And they just weren't a
gadget, either. Musically, a well regulated Mills
Violano can turn in a very creditable performance.

Today the DeLuxe style is popularly known as the
Double Mills by collectors.

The Double Mills uses the regular Violano roll.
In -his book, Player Piano Treasury, author Harvey
Roehl notes: "Throughout the years various differ
ent models of the Violano appeared, the best known
of which is the Double Mills. This machine uses
the same roll as the single models, so no new notes
are played over what the one-violin jobs will do.
However, since it is virtually impossible to keep
two violin strings in exact pitch with each other,
the result is not only one of increased volume, but
a sort of apparent harmony as well."

We offer two choice specimens. The first is from
the Hamilton Collection and is attractive in all
respects. It plays well and is a delight to hear.
The price is $3300.00, with three rolls. (Stock
No. MIL-1663).

The second specimen is from another leading
American collection. The instrument is identical
to the Hamilton specimen, except that the case has
been professionally refinished - making it as nice
as the day it left the factory. It is available
with three rolls for $3495.00 (Stock No. MIL-1362)

Note: We have several dozen Violano-Virtuoso
rolls in stock and offer them separately for $23
each postpaid.
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The compact Nelson-Wiggen cabaret piano we offer.
If you don 't have room in your home for an 01'

chestrion 01' an organ this may fill the bill.

Nelson-Wiggen Cabaret Piano
This small Nelson-Wiggen piano dates from the

late 1920's, judging from the case design. It is
one of the most compact instruments of this type
we've seen... it is quite a bit smaller than a See
burg L!

The instrument takes a standard type "A" ten
tune coin piano roll, one of which is furnished
with the piano. (Additional rolls are available at
low cost from Mr. Ed Freyer; Box 373; Flemington,
N.J). The case is of attractive two-tone walnut .••
a popular wood for Nelson-Wiggen instruments, but
a rare wood so far as the rest of the industry was
concerned.

The roll is visible behind a clear glass rec
tangle in the upper part of the case. Instrumen
tation consists of a piano with a "banjo" attach
ment. The banjo attachment does bear a fanciful



resemblance to a banjo sound ... as the effect is
produced by a series of thick wooden pallets which
rattle against the strings whenever hit by a piano
hammer. The soun4 is difficult to describe in words
but it is quite different from the regular mando
lin sound of other instruments. Soft and loud ex
pression effects on the piano are provided by a
soft pedal control ••• as found on most other types
of coin pianos also.

This instrument has been partially rebuilt and
plays well ••. in an almost cheerful manner. Put it
in your den or game room and the whole family will
become attached to itl

From the Hamilton Collection. $975.00. (Stock
No. NEL-1664)

Note: The Nelson-Wiggen Piano Company was a late
entry into the fieUl of coin pianos. They did, how
ever, capture a respectable share of the 1920-1930
era market. Most Nelson-Wiggen instruments are of
the cabinet (keyboardless) type as offered here.

From a craftsman's viewpoint the cases of Nel
son-Wiggen pianos are of high quality (they were
ordered from the Haddorff Piano Co. of Rockford,
IH. as were the pianos of most other coin-piar.o
makers .•• although the quality ordered varied wide
ly depending upon how much the builder wanted to
pay). The interiors of Nelson-Wiggen instruments
are likewise of excellent quality. Like Seeburg
they are relatively simple and straightforward,yet
serve their purpose well.

Make the Most of the
New Era of Prosperity

You can do this easily by securing now the agency (or

NELSON-WIGGEN
HThe Gold Standard of Values"

AUTOMATIC PIANOS and ORCHESTRIONS

:-;ELSON· WIGGEN
instruments sell them
sdvcs because they arc
hig"hl'SI quality .:md have
man y exclusive fca
lures.

:-;ELSON· WIGGFN
instrurncnls afC r C il I
money-makers as weI!
as real music-makers.

Comparison will con
vince you t hat the
NELSO:--l· WIGGEN
insirumcills are belle,.
btl! cosl 110 more.

YOU CAN EASILY
DEFEAT ANY

• COMPETITION
WITH THIS LINE

Write U. for FoJJ Detail,

NELSON-WIGGEN PIANO CO.
1731-1745 Belmont Ave., CHICAGO

Nelson-Wiggen advertisement c.1925 for
the Pian-O-Grand. (from Player Piano
Treasury)
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The Pian-O-Grand we offer.

Nelson-Wiggen Pian-O-Grand
This late (c.1925) Nelson-Wiggen model was des

ignated as the Pian-O-Grand. Instrumentation con
sists of a piano, mandolin effect and a xylophone.
The xylophone is of the "folded" type ..• that is,
it is in two sections with half of the bars on the
front side and half on the back side. This was an
effective way to save space without sacrificing
musical results and was used extensively by Nelson
Wiggen in various styles.

The case of this instrument is of medium brown
walnut and apart from some abrasions is in showroom
condition. The interior has been professionally
rebuilt. During the rebuilding a Solovox electric
organ attachment was added. This makes an interest
ing addition to the regular "A" roll piano, mando
lin and xylophone music ... and has a pleasing sound.
However, .the Solovox is easily removable should the
next owner want to do so.

The large art glass panel which extends across
the front of the instrument makes the piano especi
ally colorful.

With the instrument are three "A" rolls. Addit
ional "A" rolls are available from Mr. Ed Freyer
of Box 373, Flemington, N.J.

This rare instrument in beautifully restored
condition is available for $1895.00. (Stock No.
NEL-l696)

,
J
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The Phono-Grand in its
perfeat~y refinished
case presents an at
tractive appearance.
Put it next to your
favorite armchair and

·spend the evening lis
tening to piano 1'0Us!

Seeburg Phono-Grand
The Seeburg Phona-Grand was first marketed in

October, 1917. The Phono-Grand will play regular
QRS, MelOdee, Aeolian, etc. 88-note rolls currently
being made today .•. as well as special "xp" expres
sion rolls.

The instrument is designed to be operated from
an armchair. All controls including the on-off
switch, tempo regulator, etc. are mounted just be
low the roll.

the exception that it does not have the decorative
top gallery on the center section.

The Bijou Orchestra uses a Wurlitzer Pianino roll
and is equipped with the Wurlitzer Automatic Roll
Changer. The changer holds six rolls and changes
them automatically. As the average Pianino roll is
of six tunes this gives the Bijou Orchestra a re
pertoire of 36 tunes without repeating. With the
instrument there are approximately 20 good rolls
and an additional dozen or so which need repair •••
quite a library, and one with many toe-tapping rag
time and oldtime favorite tunes.

Instrumentation of the Bijou Orchestra consists
of a piano, mandolin attachment, a rank of violin
pipes, a xylophone and a snare drum. The piano
pneumatic stack, the control units, the striker
actions and other parts have all been rebuilt. The
only exception is the pump unit which is original
••• but which is still eminently serviceable and
which produces more than enough vacuum and pressure.
The instrument is in excellent playing condition
and is ready to enjoy the moment you move it into
your homet

This Bijou Orchestra has the following pedigree:
It was originally sold c. 1915 by the Memphis Auto
matic Music Company, a Tennessee distributor of Wur
litzer and other products. Several decades later
it was found by the late A.C. Raney of Whittier,
California. The restoration done to it was perform
ed by the late Herbert Vincent of Los Angeles and
by Terry Hathaway, a director of our firm.

This identical instrument has been· featured in
several newspaper articles, is illustrated on pp.
111 and 231 of Put Another Nicke~ In and is recorded
on the Put A Niake~ In The WUr~itzer! hi-fi record
released by us.

Our price for this instrument and its library o~
rolls is just $4750.00. It will be a prized poss
ession for its next owner. (Stock No. WUR-l045)
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Wurlitzer Bijou Orchestra
We offer for sale a specimen of the extremely

rare Wurlitzer Bijou Orchestra. To our knowledge
this is the first one ever to be offered for sale
on the collectors' market.

The Bijou Orchestra was introduced during the
1914-1916 period to furnish a medium-size orchest
rion for use in theatres, restaurants and in other
places of public entertainment. In appearance the
Bijou Orchestra bears a family resemblance to cer
tain of the larger Wurlitzer PianOrchestras of the
time •• :specifically to Styles 33, 34 and 34-A.

At least two different Bijou Orchestra case
styles were produced: the styles pictured on pp.
110 and 112 of Put Another Nicke~ In. The specimen
we offer is identical to that shown on p.112, with

The impressive Bijou Orchestra is one of
the rarest WUr~itzer instruments on the
coUectors' market today. This is the
first ever offered to our know~ed{Je.
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Catalogue illustration of the Cremona Orchest
ral J ... the top orchestrion in the Marquette
Piano Company's line.

store it to its former musical glory. The orig1
nal front panel has been replaced by a sheet of
plate glass in a frame finished to match the rest
of the case. This was done years ago it make it
more attractive to the spending public who wanted
to see the various inside instruments in action as
they operated.

The casework is of the rare Egyptian style with
sphinxes at each end of the keyboard. These are
gold leafed as are other decorative trim parts of
the case ••• giving an overall appearance of elegance
and beauty.

Of the approximately 20 knotJ»t specimens of the
C'l'emona Orchestral J only three or four are of the
Egyptian case style.

In their day Cremona instruments were consider
ed to be masterpieces of craftsmanship. This view
has not diminished during the fifty intervening
years. In his book, Player Piano Treasury. author
Harvey Roehl observed:

"Most connoisseurs of the mechanical piano con
sider the Cremona, manufactured by Chicago's Mar
quette Piano Company, to be just about the Rolls
Royce of the field"

"

CHICAGOTHE MARQUETIE PIANO CO.

illrP 1\1 0 nu - Orchestral, Style J
A perfettly lx.lanced orchestra: self·containc<l in a single instrument,
occupying the same l100r spac:c as a piano. Especially adapted for usc in
cafes, candy kitchens. dance halls and similar locations of the best sort.
For dancing purposes this instrument is furnished with an encore device.
CASE-F'lnl"tt"l(l"fode cardull)' wl«t.ed quaucf ....ed ...hlll: OIlk. Mlatl"n tinl.h. Illuml-
".~ l,"()lorro colonial .n _[Mol panel. In arliltle .nd harmonious desllPllI.

CONSTROCTION-I"Iano '- lull 7~ 01':1"'". Dceorlll.ed hron&C<1 p!:ale, )1~.., Improved

h:tr~~:..~i~?;"ld~;b~t"::':.~:::-«h.A(~~:e..~;~n=e~~~~~t:~((l\,::).wr=~~
IlIIpork<! fell hAmmen,

INSTRUMElfTATIOl'f-P1aM, ~IAndolin, ~ute PIlle', \'tollo PlJ)ft. UUt and SfI:art
Drum" Cpni»ll. Trlancl", Xylophone, «'hol~ of unalOIM: II dWred) lIud t)·mpanl.

FEArTURE5-
Modulanl-Th... lal"t Imllroved aUlomatlel'Ip~ndfvlOi:: "Il.tle-t~ tonal npff:_on
(rom ""ry loud lo \'ef),..,f,wlthout ImPllllrlnlllhe perle<'t reo~rlnllo( rltel mualc.
Tempula,or-A new device by ,,'hkb tbe tlmf of t~ mOl"(' ... ben pla)'f'd aUlomatleally
(':'In bt vllrl«!to8ult the ",tUrtl of lbe plece!O fle<'ure l~ tine \lint nulallon required for
the modern d90cee.,
Dt.IaDt C(m'rol-W~n dClIlrt'd ean be f'Qulppcd for OptorAllon (roUl II dllllan~. either
by pu"h but!on or "'all OO);e...
M.ltaltDe Slot-For Cillo operallon. Inlltrument llliurnbhed "'111'1 or ..'lIhoul Il8 dulred.,
SUd.. to u.k.. nickel. dime. (IUafler Qr otber ('(l'n. as of"<kretl, From Qn(' to ' ..'('nty c:otn,
('an be ~ll'ls'...~ all\ umt. Our ('(lIn allde ellmlnatea dd~uve lind odd 8.1&e wma and
lIt~lalulpil.

Multiple Tu.ne Mualt RoDs-Pla}'a .~ial S8-note O(('M.lrllt~ mulde rolb 01 l.('n,
fift~"<lrt"'enl>'~~'

BII!':Jow.--e~mona SloW' SPII!"l'd Brllo"'lII. :\'c"'-bom ('slflkl" hllln,. SI.UOU:\r)"
('('.nl.,rhoard. Pl'Io$jlbor hrollUl boo.rlnn.
COin BoII:lI!'s-lron COIn Do,,~.. "'ith 1I1ll,),.:tanll:a!locka are u~,
Mocor--Spe('l:al I)'pe (11lkl runnllllt plano motor-\,ollllMlC and eur",-nl &II dll!'$lred.

DIM£NS[ON5-Hclllht lKllnehu; Width 65 inc~; O(optb 29 lnl'.hca.
WEIGHT-Bo:<ed for 8hlpmcn~ I,U:i fIOuod •.
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The "anatomy" of the
P1wno-Grand. Modem
QRS. MeWdee. Aeolian.
etc. rolls can be used
on it.

Rare Cremona Orchestral J Orchestrion
This rare instrument was one of the highlights

of the Hamilton Collection. It is with pride that
we offer this beautiful orchestrion now.

Instrumentation of the Orchestral J consists of
a pianQ, mandolin effect, flute pipes, violin
pipes, bass drum, snare drum, cymbal, triangle,
xylophone and tympani (kettle drum effect).

Overall the instrument is in Fine unrestored
condition. It will play, but only with an auxil
iarly vacuum supply. It needs rebuilding to re-

The parts which showed the effects of age have
been rebuilt in this instrument. The handsome quar
tered oak case has been professionally refinished.
The Phono-Grand plays well. The phonograph which
was once under the lid was removed years ago. As
there was no connection between it and the piano
part of the instrument, it does not affect it one
way or the other.

The elaborate mechanism of the P1wno-Grand is
essentially the same as in the Style X Seeburg
Expression Piano. and the music is played with the
same effect. The P1wno-Grand case was also used
for the rare Seeburg Style P-G-A which used an "A"
roll and was coin operated.

The Phono-Grand is a beautiful piece of furni
ture •••• and plays beautiful music as well. It will
go well in any home. $795.00, including several
dozen rolls (88-note). (Stock No. SEE-I071)



The roLL drive and pump mechanism of the J.

This attention to detail is evident in such
items as the casework. The interior of the Cre
mona Orchestral J here offered has the interior
lined with bird's eye maple, has the pneumatics,
striker actions, chests, drum shelf and many other'
interior parts made of finely finished mahogany
and has many other ostensibly unneccessary fine
touches of a similar nature. The xylophone is
equipped with tubular resonators ..• a costly extra
feature found on few other automatic instruments.

The present condition of the instrument, apart
from the needed rebuilding of cloth and rubber
parts, is immaculate. Refinishing of the interior
of the case is completely unnecessary. A damp
cloth will make it sparkle like new! The exter
ior is likewise well preserved, save for the usual
checking of the varnish with age .

. considering the condition, rarity and desirabil
ity ~f this'Cremona Orchestral J we believe it to-
be well worth $3995.00. (Stock No. CRE-1668)
Note: If desired we wi'lL have the front paneL re
pLaced with an exact copy of the originaL, incLud
ing gLass, and wi'lL biLL the purchaser for this at
our cost.

Late Model Wurlitzer Pianino
This Pianino is one of the latest we've seen.

,Dating from the 1920's it has a straight front and
decorative art glass panels.

The Wur'litzer Pianino was the smaHest standard
modeL in the 'line of that famous North Tont:1lJJanda,
N.Y. firm. In a variety of case designs Pianinos
were produced continuousLy for a s~an of about 25
years beginning c. 1902.
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Tb••lra O...e!lo.ltr•.()r••••

2.21.24~~ ,w.nee. SI. CHI!=ACO. ILL.

CREMONA,CREMONAI

This C1'emona OrchestraL J t-s an object of impres
sive beauty "in person," and photographs onLy
partiaLLy convey its attractiveness.

The ['lute pipes, vioLin pipes (partiaLLy hidden
behind the fLutes), xyLophone, snare drwn and
bass drwn are visibLe in this view.

CLose-up view of the Cremona OrchestraL JIS 'large
scaLe wooden Deagan xyLophone. Behind the xyLo
phone and not visib'le in this photograph are tubu
Lar resonators to reinforce the tone.

THE MARQUETTE PIANO CO.



Interior of the Wurlitzer Pianino.

Wurlitzer Solo Violin Piano
The original Wurlitzer catalogue description of

the Solo Violin Piano noted; "The Solo Violin Piano
combines practically a full eighty-eight note pi
ano with a scale of violin pipes having a range of
51 notes. This combination provides for all the ex
pression and accent necessary to play the best
classical music. This instrument is equipped with
the Wurlitzer patented Automatic Roll Changer. The
music is arranged to play the violin as solo and
the piano as accompaniment. Height 4'10", width
5'1", depth 3'9". Weight: 1250 pounds."

We have spent considerable time restoring this
instrument. All of the cloth parts including the
pneumatic stack, pipe chest, reservoirs, control
pneumatics, swell shutter pneumatics, etc. have
been skillfully redone. In addition, the case has
been professionally refinished •.• and is of deep
rich mahogany. The instrument is ready to be moved
into your home and enjoyed.

With the instrument are 13 music rolls. Addition
al rolls are available for $15 each.

We offer the Solo Violin Piano for just $2495.00
. .. which includes hundreds of dollars' worth of re
building work. (Stock No. WUR-1662)

Catalogue illustration of the Link 2-E.

Style 2-E

Piano - Mandolin - Marimbaphone

15 POp,.ItJf Pi«d 0" El\.CiI nickel drop
EDch E",dlas R.oll ped in ll. Link brings

full \'lllue of IInappy
music, accurlltel;l' timed, perfectly .~ent

ed, "full of J}('P," eontagioull with enter.
t.inment. Onl;r pi~e3 that han proved
thelme-Ive!: hill in NCI.. York llind ChiuBO
aN! eut into r.ink rolls and fifteen on one
en<l1~ roll. Each pieee invites the lis
lener t(l heir the next. Each adds life and
hi@'h spiritJi: to the $tore-and proftlll to the
lJank roll.

No Rmrulilll The Link ill pl.y~1 by an

No plJlUQ endless mUJIie roll on whieh

aN. 6.lt~n pieces of popu·

lar dan~ mUlic. As patrOIlll drop niekela

thlllle pieoe. lire played in rotation. No &d

jl1lllrn~nt, no ~winding, i~ neeesufY. The

ll&mc selection is not rep(!ated (or hall an

hour. ·Jo:ach roll contain. enough music 10

that itaflered not be changed u often U On

olher makes of instrumentl.

Instrumentation of the Pianino consists of a
piano with a mandolin attachment which is control
led by a special perforation in the roll. It uses
a regular multi-tune Pianino roll, three of which
will be given with the instrument.

The Pianino has been rebuilt and the case has
been refinished. It plays well. As it was used un
til recently on a commercial basis a new coin slot
has been installed and the center front art glass
panel has been moved to the center bottom of the
·case ... to make the roll visible. The art glass can
easily be relocated if desired.

If you are seeking a piano which needs no work
and which is ready to play at the drop of a coin
this is an ideal instrument. All you have to do is
plug it in! $895.00 (Stock No. WUR-1053)

WURLITZER Solo Violin Piano
Coin Ope.ra(lnlll Auachment

The Solo Violin Piano eom~ines praclic1J1y a full ('i~hl)·-l'ighl.nole piano with a S{":llc
of Violin Pipes. ha\'ing a rang~ of flfty-olle nOles. This ('Qlllhill:uioli Jlro\'id~s lor all lhe
expression and ;teetnl necessary to play the IKoSI classical music.

This inslTumcnt is equipjXd with the Wt,;RLlTU:R Patented ..\ulotnatic Roll-Changer.
The music is arranged to play the Violin as solo. alld the Piano as a..:romV:lTIilllcllI.
Write for special cal3log.

H~ilht, .. fl. JOv, in. Width. S II. l~ in. D~Plh. JH Il. Shipping ....·t,\(ht. 12~ Ibs.
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Link 2-E Piano with Xylophone
The Link Style 2-E cabinet-style piano with man

dolin and xylophone was one of the most popular
Link models. The music of these instruments is
quite excellent ... due in part to the generally good
arrangements of the Link RX rolls and due in part
to the particularly brilliant and resonant xylo
phone these machines used.



LINK

The Link 2-E we offer.

The xyZophone of the 2-E is particuZarZy briZ
Uant and resonant.

The instrument we offer is from the Hamilton
Collection. It plays but has never been restored.
To bring it up to A-I condition rebuilding of the
pneumatic stack and striker actions, etc. is need
ed. The pump leather is still resilient and will
probably need no work at all. The case, piano
parts, etc. are all basically sound.

With the instrument are three type RX rolls of
fifteen tunes per roll. If you want to build a mu
sic library you can buy excellent quality recut
rolls at reasonable cost from Mr. Ed Freyer of Box
373, Flemington, New Jersey ... so there is no music
problem whatsoever.

The Link 2-E has always been a favorite with
collectors and the public alike. The instrument
here offered is the same model as that shown on p.
224 of Put Another NickeZ In.

If you live in the northeastern part of the
United States you may have heard the beautifully
restored Link 2-E on display at Clark's Trading
Post in North Woodstock, New Hampshire. During
visits there we noted that it was so popular with
the public that it played almost continuously!

This specimen should sell quickly for $1395.00.
(Stock No. LIN-1665)
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Attractive Electrova Coin Piano
This beautiful Electrova piano dates from the

1912 period. The front is ornamented by five color
ful art glass panels depicting a woodland farm
scene. The center panel slides to the left to re
veal the player roll mechanism.

Style-wise this instrument is a cousin of the
Electrova StyZe 66 - Art StyZe piano •.. except that
the one here offered has hanging lamps rather than
post lamps. The instrument here offered uses re
wind type Electrova 65-note coin piano rolls. With
the instrument are five multi-tune rolls. Addition
al rolls are available.

The instrument is in Fine unrestored condition
except for the following items: The two hanging
lamps are gone (although the mounting brackets are
there), the wooden pump sticks are gone (we will
make up new ones to match the originals for $25)
and the exterior of the case has been painted red.
Otherwise, the instrument is sound throughout and
is in much above average condition. Some rebuilding
has already been done •.• enough to compensate, in
our opinion, for the items noted in the first part
of this paragraph.

An excellent value for $675.00 (Stock No. ELE
1051)

Wurlitzer Style 125 Military Band Organ
Wurlitzer Style 125 Military Band Organ. The

style 125 was one of the best sellers in the Wur
litzer band organ line. They were sold until late
in the 1920's.

The "brassy" sound of the gleaming brass trum
pets across the facade of the Style 125 have made
this model a favorite with collectors.

The instrument offered here has been partially
rebuilt and is in playing condition. It has a suf
ficient volume of music to be easily heard in a
skating rink (a purpose for which it was originally
recommended). Some of the brackets and trim parts
are not original. For use in a public attraction
the Style 125 is ready to plug in and play. From a
collector's viewpoint, refinishing the case, pol
ishing the brass and a general refurbishing would
make it into a museum piece.



......th·
NEW. SNAPPY tail POPULAIl-Tblo S.,... US
WURLITZER MILITARY. BAND ORGAN It jar
• bat ,oa aeed to iaerlaM crowell. "cnued aowdl
mUD Iar,u taraia... Rolla.,maJl)' MUD.teI· fQl'
.kaliq flO.... Stile. fOl' lilt.

WRITS TODAY POll. CATALDO.

The RUDOLPH WURLITZER MFG. CO.
North Tonawanda, N. 'X.

The WUr2itser 125
band organ has a
sort of circus
cham ahoutit.
P2ay it outdoors
and a crowd wi22
gather... just as
in the "good 02d
days."

With the instrument is a library of 13 rolls
which, in themselves, are worth close to $200.00 
and must be considered when evaluating our price
for the organ.

Considering that it is in playing condition and
also considering the large number of rolls with it
we believe it will be an excellent value for the
next owner at $1895.00. (Stock No. WUR-1364)
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Exceptional Gebr. Bruder "Hurdy-Gurdy" Organ
This petite hurdy-gurdy or "monkey organ" is

one of the most attractive we've ever seen. It
dates from about 1900 and was made by Gebr. Bruder
(Bruder Brothers) in Waldkirch, Germany •

The small town of Waldkirch, 20cated in the
heart of Germany's B2ack Forest region, was one of
the world's centers of automatic music manufacture
~ng the 2ate 19th and ear2y 20th centuries. The
tims of Gebr. Bruder, Gebr. Weber, Ruth &Bohne,
Wilhelm Bruder & Bohne and a branch of the Gavioli
Co. were a22 20cated there.

The case of the instrument is originaY and in
immaculate preservation. The delicate inlay work
and the figured silk panels would not be in better
condition today if they had been in a locked vault
all these yearsl

The pipes, barrel and other interior components
are well preserved, but have suffered the effects
of age on the cloth and leather parts. The pallets,
valve parts, etc. should be rebuilt in order for it
to play perfectly. As it is, it plays ...but halt
ingly. We offer this beautiful eye-catching in
strument for $975.00 ... or we will renew the inter
ior cloth and leather parts and regulate it so
that it is in perfect order for $320 additional
(for a total price of $1295. restored). A compar
able restored instrument recently sold for $1500.
(Stock No. BRU-l076)

Beautiful and Rare Seeburg ESpecial Orchestrion
With considerable pride we offer a beautiful

Seeburg ESpecial Orchestrion .•. the rarest pro
duction line orchestrion made by the J.P. Seeburg
Piano Co. of Chicago in the 1920's.

Cata20gue i22ustration of the E SpeciaZ.



Th.e Seeburg E Specia~ orchestr'/..on.

Interior of the E Special. It is literally cram
med with instruments!

Co~orfu~ art g~ass pane~s high~ight the facade
of the orchestrion. These are i~~uminated.

Th.e fu~~ piano of th.e E Specia~ contributes to
its depth of tone and musical. briUiance. 27

The xyl.ophone, bass drum, eymba~ and a few other
innards of th.e E Specia~ orchestrion.

The instrumentation of the E Special is identi
cal to that of the Seeburg KT Special orchestrion
with the exception that the E Special has a larger
piano and piano scale. The complete instrumentat
ion list is one of the lengthiest of any U.S.-made
orchestrion and includes: piano, mandolin bar,
xylophone (with reiterating mechanism), bass drum,
snare drum, two tympani beaters, cymbal, castanets,
tambourine, triangle and Chinese wood block ...
eleven instruments in alII

Although the instrument has never been restored
it plays loudly and well ... as a result of partial
rebuilding done by its former owner and as a result
of many hours having been spent on it by our staff.
It is clean and attractive inside and out and is
one of the nicest E Specials we've ever seen.

This instrument represents an unusual purchase-
opportunity for only a very few E Specials exist.
You'll spend many hours listening to the lilting
melodies of this beautiful instrument. With it are
furnished two "4X" rolls ..• it uses either "G" or
"4X" rolls interchangeably. Recuts are available
from Mr. Freyer of New Jersey, so building a large
music library· will be easy for you.

This orchestrion represents the toe-tapping or
chestrion rhythm of a Roaring Twenties roadhouse
at its bestl You'll be delighted with it! $3995.00.
(Stock No. SEE-1676)

Wonderfully Ornate B7-Key Mortier Organ
This beautifully carved and decorated organ was

originally built by the firm of Th. Mortier in An
twerp, Belgium during the teens or the twenties.

Immense in proportions it measures about 26
feet wide and about 13 feet high. When it was made
there was additional decorative trim on top which
took it to an "altitude" of close to 20 feet, but
sometime during the past half century this small
section of extra trim was lost.

At the center of the instrument and about eight
feet from the floor is an automatic pneumatically
actuated accordion. This feature was probably ad
ded c.1930 by the Mortier firm ... as it did at that
time to quite a few of its instruments then on
location.

The instrument is of B7-keys and contains c.400
to 600 pipes (we haven't counted them yet!).

This beautiful organ is now having its facade
repainted by an artist in our rebuilding depart
ment. In the photographs shown here it has a shop
undercoat of white paint on it, and is awaiting



the final coat and the trim painting. When complet
ed it will be among the most beautifully decorated
organs in existence.

Musically it will be marvelous also. Anyone who
has heard the wonderfUL Belgian Band Organ records
produced by Mr. Paul Eakins of Sikeston, Missouri
is well familiar with how these Mortier instruments
can sound when well rebuilt. The instrument on
those records is virtually identical to the one of
fered here, instrumentation-wise.

In its pres
ent workshop
location we
could not
get an over
all view of
this large
inst1'W7lent.
These views
showing it
in a shop
coat of
white paint
illustrate
its ornate
ness .. .and
give an
idea of its
awesome
grandeur.

We offer this instrument in unrestored condition
for $5995.00, including a large supply of music
books. This price includes the repainting of the
facade, a project now in progress. If desired, we
will furnish the new owner an estimate of our char
ges to rebuild the interfor of the organ. The last
several Mortier organs and o~chestrions in our
catalogues have sold quickly. The one here offered
is a prize offering also. (Stock No. MOR-170l)

Note: This Mortier organ is built on a modular
concept. It comes apart in about a dozen sections
to facilitate easy moving. With the exception of
the accordion all of the pneumatic apparatus, pipe
work, etc. is in the lower part of the case. It can
be set up in a space with a ceiling height of less
than 7 1/2 feet, if the top facade and the accord
ion are removed. In fact, this was done in many
locations in Europe where headroom was a problem.

By way of explanation the term "keys" when ap- 28

plied to an organ refers to the number of operat
ing notes plus control holes, etc. By way of com
parison a Wurlitzer 165 band organ is 67 or 69 keys
{models varied}.

SliHBUR6

Seeburg L's sell too quickly - we can't seem to
keep them in stock! Perhaps someday fate will
smile and we'll find a barn full of them!

Seeburg L Department
The three Seeburg L pianos listed on page 16 of

our last catalogue all sold quickly, as we thought
they would. Since then we have acquired two more.
These are offered here.

The Seeburg L was the workhorse instrument of
the Seeburg line. This small keyboardless cabaret
piano was sufficiently popular that it was a best
seller continuously from about 1912 to 1927. Its
size is small enough even for use in an apartment
... if your neighbors don't mind some ragtime piano
music coming through the wall! It measures about
51 inches high, 36 inches wide and 24 inches deep.
Music is provided by a ten-tune standard "A" coin
piano roll, one of which is furnished with each in
strument. Recuts are available at low cost from
Mr. Freyer, as noted earlier in this catalogue.

The instruments listed at $895 each in our last
catalogue were unrestored. The ones offered here
have been restored in all of the pneumatic -
cloth, rubber and leather - parts. They should play
well for another twenty or thirty years!

(Stock No. SEE-1698): Seeburg L. The interior
has been restored as noted above. The outside of
the case is original, but is of a very attractive
appearance. The instrument plays loudly (or softly
if desired ... there is a control switch to regulate



volume) and well .•• and is a delight to hear. Con
sidering that about $300 - $400 worth of rebuild
ing work has been done and that unrestored,ones
have been bringing $895.00 this is certainly an
outstanding value for just $1100.00.

(Stock No. SEE-1699): Another Seeburg L••• the
twin to the above instrument interipr-wise. How-

This Seeburg L (Stock
No. SEE-1699) is in a
light golden oak case
accented with two art
glass panels. Gener
ally speaking, the
quality of the art
glass used in coin
pianos was superb ..•
and held its own a
gainst the quality
used in shades and
in home decorative
pieces. The Schuler
Glass Co.,one of the
foremost exponents in
the field, did much
coin piano work.
ever the exterior of the case definitely is in need
of refinishing. The price of this instrument is
$995.00 in superb playing condition with all of the
pneumatic components rebuilt. This represents a
$105 savings over the preceding instrument .•. a dif
ference which more than compensates for the dif
ference in exterior finish between the two.

Two Additional Seeburg L's
==. These two instruments are stored by us in Ohio.
For further information concerning them or for an
appointment to view them please contact our rep
resentative in this regard: Mr. Roy Haning; 410 N.
Elm St.; Troy, Ohio. (Tel. 513 ,E-2-4l82 or iE
2-4184) An appointment is necessary as they are
stored in a separate w~rehouse.

Concerning these two Ohio Seeburg L's:
(Stock No. 1670) Seeburg L piano. Unrebuilt but

in playing condition. The sides of the case have
to be reveneered (we can supply the veneer for this
purpose for $20). The two art glass panels are mis
sing. With it is one "A" roll. Ideal for use in a
pizza parlor or some other place of public enter
tainment. $795.00.

(Stock No. 1671) Seeburg L piano, An attractive
instrument which has been partially rebuilt. All
parts are intact, and the appearance is first class
in all respects. It plays loudly and well. Well
worth $950.00. (With one "A" roll).

Wurlitzer Violin-Flute Pianino
This instrument from the Hamilton Collectlon is

in playing condition, but needs rebuilding in or
der to play well.

Overall it presents an attractive appearance as
our photographs indicate. The top art glass is
colorful and is backlighted when the instrument is
playing. Instrumentation consists of a piano, man
dolin bar, a rank of violin pipes and a rank of
flute pipes. It uses the Wurlitzer Pianino roll;
three rolls are with it. Additional rolls are
available from us at low cost.

The wood insert on the bottom panel has been re
placed with clear glass to provide a view of the 29

Interior and interior views of the Wurlitzer
Violin-Flute Pianino from the Hamilton Col
lection.

The pipework: Stopped flutes in the foreground
and violin pipes in the rear.

These three art glass panels are illuminated from
behind when the instrument is playing.

inner workings. The- case is of richly figured quar
tered oak. It should be refinished, but if the new
purchaser elects not to have this done the present
appearance certainly is acceptable.

The Violin-Flute Pianino is a rare machine. This
is the first we have offered in any of our cata
logues or literature. It is an excellent value for
$1495.00. (Stock No. WUR-1667)
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If you've toyed with the idea of buying a new
electronic organ, here's a good compromise. You
can have an electronic organ, a player instrument
and a valuable collector's item all in one!

$2995.00. (Stock No. AEO-1700)

ConaoZe
of the
AeoZian
Hammorui •
organ.

_ ..._-.l..L....1 I I j

Note-the roZZ meahanism and tempo reguZator above
the top organ manua Z.

Aeolian-Hammond Player Electronic Organ
During the 1930's the Hammond Organ Co. offered

a model of its electronic organ equipped with a
roll-playing unit. It was designated as the
AeoZian-Hammorui as the player mechanism and the
rolls were provided by the famous Aeolian-Skinner
pipe organ firm in Boston, Mass. and the organ part
was the work of Hammond.

Only about 150 of these were produced. In the
depression years of the 1930's they met with a lim
ited market.

The instrument offered here is a choice example.
It consists of a two-manual organ with draw bars
above the top manual. To the left of each manual
are keys for selecting the various tonal stops. The
instrument has a full pedal keyboard and a separate
speaker cabinet which may be placed at a distance
from the console.

The organ can be played manually in the normal
manner or can be operated'by ~eans of the roll
mechanism. Each roll contains printed instruct

.ions on it. During the playing you sit at the bench
and change the various stops as called for by the
music. The stops are numbered, so this can be
deftly done with just a little practice ... and no
knowledge of music is required.

The instrument is in A-I playing condition. The
finish of the mahogany console is excellent and is
separated from perfection only by a few easily re
movable abrasions. With the instrument are over
100 rolls, including many duplicates. The select
ion~ are varied and are mostly of a classical na
ture. 30

Seeburg Style E - Piano/Mandolin/Xylophone
Seeburg Style E keyboard coin piano with mando

lin attachment and xylophone. Uses type "A" rolls,
one of which is furnished with the instrument.

This instrument is in unrestored condition,
somewhere between Good and Fine in the scale pro
posed in A Guidebook of Automatia Instruments. All
of the original parts are there but it needs com
plete rebuilding from stem to stern. The ivories
are missing from many of the key tops, the interior
is covered with 40 years of grime, the pneumatics
are stiff as glass, the piano hammers are very worn
and the exterior of the case, while complete and
sound, is in crying need of refinishing.

Perhaps our description of this instrument has
been too harsh, so we will moderate a bit. There's
a lot to recommend the instrument. Just some soap,
water and elbow grease will improve its appearance
50%1 (We rescued it from a somewhat storied past
in an establishment in the Appalachian Mountains!)
If you enjoy rebuilding wo~k then there's no reason
why this instrument will not be a gleaming show
piece when you are finished with it.

The price is a low $895.00 ... and for this reas
on alone we wouldn't be surprised if this were to
be one of the first items to go from this catalog.
(Stock No. SEE-1702)

HATHAWAY AND BOWERS. INC.

11975 E. FLORENCE AVE.
SANTA FE SPRINGS, CALIF. 90670



Style 3 Wurlitzer Hope-Jones Unit Orchestra
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Wurlitzer Hope-Jones Unit Orchestra Theatre Organ
From about 1914 to the late 1920's a large part

of the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company's business was the
manufacture of theatre organs. These were called
Unit Orchestras for unlike a regu:l.ar or "straight"
organ they were unified ... the various ranks could
be electrically switched to play from any keyboard
desired and in any combination desired.

Each rank of pipes was in imitation of an or
chestra instrument, as were the various percussion
effects. A shelf full of gadgetry such as a fire
gong, auto horn, surf effect and other miscellany,
called a toy counter, was added to provide motion
picture sound effects.

The instrument offered here was installed in the
Strand Theatre in Altoona, Penna. in 1916. Techni
cally it is a Styre 3 Wurritzer Hope-Jones Unit Or
chestra. The Style 3 was one of the most popular
models during the late 'teens and dozens were sold
at an average price of $10,000.00 apiece. 31

Instrumentation consists of seven ranks of pipes
going to 8'. In addition there is a xylophone, a
set of orchestra bells, a set of tubular chimes,
a chrysoglott (an orchestra-bell-like instrument
with large scale metal bars which are hit with
felt hammers which produce a mellow sound), a
snare drum, cymbal, bass drum, the aforementioned
toy counter and a few other delectable items!

The instrument is played from a two manual
horseShoe-type console ...which includes the stop
tabs, a full pedal keyboard and various control
stops. In addition to the console and the pipe
work there are many accessories such as the relay
racks, ~ables, the blower unit, reservoirs, etc.

The instrument was carefully removed from its
original location. It needs complete rebuilding
(as would any other organ of this vintage), but
is in good restorable condition. If you are a de
votee of the true theatre organ sound this is a
choice instrument with which to satisfy your de
sires.

The instrument is stored in Ohio. Concerning
any aspect of this particular item please contact
our Ohio representative: Mr. Roy Haning; 410 N.
Elm St.; Troy, Ohio. (Tel. 513 FE 2-4182 or FE
2-4184). An advance appointment is necessary.

The price is $2950.00. (Stock No. WUR-1703)

Olympia Music Box
Single comb Olympia table model music box...

which uses 15 1/2" discs. The instrument is in a
richly carved mahogany case. Overall measurements
are 20 3/4" Wide; 20" deep; 10 1/2" high.

The Olympia is in excellent playing condition
and performs perfectly in all respects. Manufact
ured around the turn of the 20th century by F.G.
Otto & Sons the Olympia is necessary to any repre
sentative collection of American musical boxes.

With a half dozen discs. $495.00 (Stock No. OLY
1084)

YOU'LL ENJOY DOING BUSINESS WITH US!

If you see an item of interest in this listing
telephone or write and we'll hold it for you. If
your order is for an item valued at $100 or more,
you can telephone us COLLECT from anywhere in the
United States. If you have any questions concern
ing any aspect of any item just ask about it.
There's no obligation to buy.



The automatic musical instrument business is
more than just a business with us ... it is a way of
life. We enjoy them, their music and their history
and are ever-willing to help others further their
interests in the hobby.

It has been our pleasure to have supplied most
of the leading collectors and museums of America
and Europe with automatic instruments. We look for
ward to serving you also. As a matter of interest,
most of our business is from repeat customers •..
clients who ordered once, liked what they received
and have reordered other items.

Should your travels bring you to California it
would be our pleasure to have you stop by our new
office building for a visit.

From Our Book DepCll'tment ...

We offer these interesting and important books
for your library. All book prices include postage
and handling.

Knowing the history and background of automatic
instruments will contribute to your enjoyment of
the hobby.

--- Any book not satisfactory may be returned with
in one week of receipt for a full and immediate
refund. We gUCll'antee you'll be 100% pleased! As a
matter of interest, as of this writing not a single
one of these books has ever been returned to us ...
an ample testimonial to theil' interest and value!

A GUIDEBOOK OF AUTOMATIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS by Q.
David Bowers. This large book is 646 pages in len
gth and took over three years to prepare. It gives
rarity information (tells approximately how many
of each model are known to survive today), pricing
information for different grades, historical in
formation and other facts you want to know in or
der to properly identify and evaluate over a thous
and different autoamtic instruments.

The following types of instruments are covered
in detail: Cylinder music boxes with illustrations
of dozens of different Mermod, Nicole, Paillard,

.Baker-Troll, etc. instruments. Disc music boxes in
detailed coverage including dozens of different
Polyphon, Symphonion, Orphenion, Komet, Kalliope,
etc. models. The Regina ~sic Box Co. section al-
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one covers 39 pages and contains doaens of illus
trations ... including models never before shown in
a collectors' publication! Music box novelties,
chalets, musical gambling machines, etc. are il
lustrated. Band organs, dance organs, fair organs.
Well over 100 pages are devoted to the beautifully
ornate and wonderful products of Artizan, Wurlit
zer, Hooghuys, Mortier, Limonaire, Gavioli, Bruder,
and other makers. Hundreds of different models are
illustrated•.. many for the first time!

Calliopes are priced, identified and described.
Tangley, Artizan, Harrington, National •.• you'll
find them all. Roller organs form a fascinating
section of the book. Dozens of different are com
pletely described... including the Gem Roller Organ,
Concert Roller Organ, Autophone, Auto-Organ, Mando
lina, Celestina, Ariosa, Ariston, Piano Melodico,
Mechanical Orguinette, Organita, Mascotte, Intona,
Melodette, Tournaphone, Manopan, Kalliston and
many, many more!

Player reed organs ... the elaborate Aeolian Or
chestrelles, Wilcox-White, etc. models are featur
ed. Player pianos ... 65-note, 88 note players, push
up players, etc. Reproducing pianos a special com
prehensive section is devoted to the Duo-Art, Wel
te, Ampico A and B, Angelus, Apollo, etc. instru
ments ... including magnificent full-page illustrat
ions of various models. Complete pricing informat
ion is given also. In addition, a special photo
graphic "tour" of a piano roll factory tells you
how a roll is made.

Coin pianos and orchestrions are exhaustively
treated ...with hundreds of different models com
pletely described. Included are the products of
Seeburg, Wurlitzer, Marquette Piano Co. (Cremona),
Operators Piano Co. (Coinola; Reproduco), Berry
Wood, National, Nelson-Wiggen, Link, Peerless and
DOZENS of other American makers ... including photos
of DOZENS of different instruments never before
shown in any reference! The European products of
Philipps, Hupfeld, Popper, Welte, Frati, Weber and
others are shown also. The casework and size of
some of these is fantastic!

The book has large 8 1/2 by 11" pages (646 pages
in all!), is sturdily hardbound, is fully cross
indexed for easy finding of any subject and con
tains well over 1,000 illustrations. This book is
the only book of its type ever issued!

We are tempted to go on and on describing the
book, but really the only way to appreciate it is
to see and hold it (it weighs 3 3/4 lbs.!) for
yourself. There's no risk involved ... for if you
aren't completely satisfied with it we'll instantly
refund your money. In fact, we absolutely guarantee
you'll be delighted with it! Could any guarantee be
stronger? $14.95 postpaid ... including revised
price supplement.

FROM MUSIC BOXES TO STREET ORGANS by R. deWaard.
This book traces the development of the Dutch
street organ from its earliest beginnings. To put
them in historical perspective several chapters are
devoted to music boxes, carillons and other mechan
ical instruments. This book is valuable to anyone
owning or interested in band organs (called "fair
organs" in Europe) or dance organs. Gavioli, Mor
tier, Marenghi, Warnies, Bruder, etc. organs are
discussed in detail. Particularly interesting is
the information on tuning the instruments and on
cutting and arranging the music. As if this were
not enough, it is easy reading besides! English



translation from the original Dutch (Flemish).
$6.95 postpaid.

PLAYER PIANO TREASURY
We suppose that most of our readers have this

book by now... but there are a few who don't, so
here's a description: First introduced in 1961 PPT
has gone through three printings and has reached
thousands of readers. The book is a basic guide and
reference to all types of automatic instruments in
cluding push-up Pianolas, 65 and 88 note players,
coin pianos, violin players, etc. The chapters on
~eproducing pianos are of exceptional interest.
The book is written in a chatty manner and is il
lustrated by about 500 old-time ads and other mem
orabilia. 28,000 words of text. Hardbound with at
tractive jacket. $10.00 postpaid.

REBUILDING THE PLAYER PIANO by Larry Givens. Here
is another best seller. 10,000 copies have been is
sued! This easy-to-read book written by one of
America's foremost collectors gives you all the in-

New Book... Just Released ...

COLLECTING MUSIC BOXES AND HOW TO REPAIR THEM by
Arthur Ord-Hume. This book traces the history and
development of the cylinder and disc type mUBic
boxes from the earliest times to the height of ac~

tivity in the 19th and early 20th centuries. The
table of contents of this extensively illustrated
l40-page hardbound volume reads as follows: (1)
A History of· the Musical Box; (2) The Cylinder Mu
sical Box; (3) The Disc Musical Box; (4) Other
Types of Mechanical Musical Instruments; (5) What
to Look for When Buying; (6) Overhauling a Cylinder
Musical Box; (7) Overhauling a Disc Musical Box;
(8) How to Restore Cases; (9) Identifying the Maker
-Trade Marks; (10) Musical Box Makers and Agents.

Mr. Ord-Hume, a principal of. the Musical Box
Society of Great Britain, gives his personal opin
ions and experiences concerning collecting. An in
formative book. $7.50 postpaid.

Less Than Half Price!

Unless you have years of patience and a good
measure of luck you'll never own originals of all
of these important catalogues. For years the Vestal
Press has been borrowing and buying these catalogs
... and has issued needle-sharp quality reprints
(the exact size and appearance of the originals)
for collectors. The photographs and other details
are reproduced with the exact clarity and fidelity
of the originals. We have made a special quantity
purchase of twelve of the most popular reprints ...
and offer the lot of TWELVE DIFFERENT for just
$9.95 ... which is less than half price! In fact, it
is less than $1 per cataloguel The reprints and
their regular retail prices are:

*Welte Orchestrion Catalogue c.1907-----$2.50
*Link Piano Instructions---------------- 1.00
*Wurlitzer Roll Changer Instructions---- 1.00
*Nelson-Wiggen 5X Orchestrion Brochure-- 1.00
*Picturoll Piano Roll Bulletin---------- 1.00
*Regina Music Box Poster---------------- 1.00
*Regina Music Box Catalogue------------- 1.00
*Coinola Coin Piano and Orch. Catalogue- 2.00
*Cremona Coin Piano and Orch. Catalogue- 2.00
*Seeburg Coin Piano and arch. Catalogue- 2.00
*Wurlitzer Automatic Harp Booklet------- 2.50
*Seeburg "Soul of the Film" Photoplayer

Catalogue---------------------------- 2.50
TOTAL VALUE IS-- $21. 00

YOU PAY JUST $9.95!

formation you want to know about rebuilding player
pianos, reproducing pianos, reed organs and nickel
odeons. "Tricks of the trade" are discussed in de
tail making the book valuable to amateur and pro
fessional alike. Now by reading this one book a
person of average mechanical means can learn how to
bring these fascinating music-makers back to life!
176 fact-filled pages. Illustrated in detail. Al
so contains the names and addresses of parts sup
pliers so you can order all the parts you need from
your favorite armchair. This book can mean hours
of fun for you! Hardbound with attractive jacket.
$6.95 postpaid.

PUT ANOTHER NICKEL IN by Q. David Bowers. This
large volume tells the story of the fabulous "nick
elodeons" ... the coin-operated pianos and orchest
rions which delighted the public from the Gay Nine
ties to the Roaring Tw~nties. You'll see photo
graphs of various Seeburg,'Coinola, Cremona, Mills,
etc. instruments •.. and the most extensive document
ation of the wonderful products of the Rudolph Wur
litzer Co., including items ranging from the petite
Automatic Harp and Pianino to the gigantic PianOr
chestras ... a portfolio made possible by the Wurlit
zer Co. which gave the author access to its his
torical files. Included in this book also is a
photographic tour of some of the country's leading
automatic musical instrument collections. The au
thor is a director of Hathaway & Bowers, Inc. and
would be pleased to autograph your copy on request.
Hardbound with attractive jacket. $15.00 postpaid. 33
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Going, Going, Almost Gone!

THE GOLDEN AGE OF MECHANICAL MUSIC ALBUMS

The response to our Golden Age of Mechanical
Music hi-fi record albums has far exceeded our ex
pectations. As a result fewer than 100 sets remain
in stock! Although we have the masters on hand we
do not contemplate reissuing these discs during the
next several months as we have a number of other
audio and audio/visual projects to complete first.

... So, if you would like any of these individual
discs or the complete set we recommend ordering
now. Your complete satisfaction is guaranteed.

Each record is FULL STEREO, is 12" in diameter,
is custom pressed in Hollywood by RCA using the
finest pure vinyl and a static free coating, and
is housed in an attractive illustrated album cover

'with'complete historical notes.
The following recordings are available in the

Golden Age of Mechanical Music Series:

Record No. 1 - PUT A NICKEL IN THE WURLITZER!

Hearing this record is like visiting a Wurlitzer
showroom of a half century ago. You'll hear the
Automatic Harp, the Bijou Orchestra, the Mandolin
Quartette, the LX and various other instruments in
cluding a merry-go-round band organ perform for
you. There are 20 tunes on the record including:
Alexa:nder's Ragtime Band, Japa:nese Sandman, Yankee
Doodle, SMW Me the Way to go Home, California
Here I Come, When the Merry-Go-Round Broke Down,
Who's Sorry Now and many other alltime favorites.

Record No.2 - GIANT GERMAN ORCHESTRIONS!

This record features two immense and spectacular
instruments: the Wurlitzer Style 30-A Mandolin
PianOrchestra (manufactured by Philipps of Frank
furt, Germany) and the W~ber Maesto orchestrion.

Each instrument stands over ten feet tall, has
many ranks of pipes as well as xylophone and ex
tensive drum and trap effects ... and many other in
teresting capabilities.

These orchestrions provide a real listening
treat ... an audio experience you'll not soon forget!

The record contains twenty favorite tunes in
cluding: Deep in the Heart of Texas, Barney Google,
Me and My Shadow, Oh Suzanna, Chamaine, Tieo-Tieo,
Swinging on a Star, 12th Street Rag, Stein Song,
Sleep ... and many others.

Record No.3 - HONKY-TONK NICKELODEONS! 34

The Roaring Twenties sounds of old time Seeburg,
Cremona and Empress (Coinola) orchestrions come to
life again on this record. The record is crammed
with 18 hit tunes which may help you conjure up
memories of flapper girls, Model T Fords and heaven
knows what else! Here are some of the titles:
Yes We Have no Ba:na:nas, Ameriea:n Patro l Dixie
Sweet Georgia,Broum, Five Foot Two, Tea'for Tw~,
Stars and Str1.-pes FOl'ever, Waiting for the Robert
E. Lee, If You Knew Susie, etc.

Record No.4 - MUSIC BOXES AND AUTOMATIC PIANOS!

This disc contains a little bit of just about
everything ... including two sparkling Regina musi~
boxes, two different Capital "cuff" music boxes,
and ten different coin pianos! Among the 25 tunes
?n t~e r~cord you'll hear: Last Rose of Summer,
':'1oek1.-1'lf!.b1.-rd Rag, In the Gloaming, Swanee River,
E~ Cap1.-tan Mareh, Carolina in the Morning, Colum
b1.-a Gem of the Oeea:n, Washington Post Mareh, etc.

Record No. 5 - THE WONDERFUL PLAYER Plfu~O

Side 1 features a nostalgic foot-pumped player
piano producing such tunes as: Beer Barrel Polka,
Sidewalks of New York, My Wild Irish Rose, Entry
of the Gladiators, etc .

The flip side features an outstanding Welte
Mignon reproducing piano performing a virtually
"in person" production of various pieces recorded
by Hofmann, Paderewski, Landowska, et al.

The records in THE GOLDEN AGE OF MECHANICAL
MUSIC series are:

No. 1.PUT A NICKEL IN THE WURLITZER! $4.95
No. 2.GIANT GERMAN ORCHESTRIONS! 4.95
No. 3.HONKY-TONK NICKELODEONS! 4.95
No. 4.MUSIC BOXES fu~D AUTOMATIC PIANOS! 4.95
No. 5.THE WONDERFUL PLAYER PIANO! •........ 4.95

total value: $24.75

You may order any album singly for $4.95 ... or
take advantage of our SPECIAL OFFER.' .. all five al
bums for just $19.95 postpaid ... a savings of nearly
$5.00! This is like getting an extra record free.
All records sent postpaid.

In addition we have a few dozen slightly used
DEMONSTRATION RECORDS. These have been played once,
twice or in some instances not at all ... but the
seal has been broken. We offer a set of these dem
onstration records for just $9.95 per set of five.
Ask for "DEMONSTRATION RECORD SET" on your order.



First time offered by HathmJay & B01JJers

BORNAND MUSIC BOX RECORDS

These 33 rpm 12" high fidelity monaural record
ings feature treasured music boxes from the well
known Bornand Collection in New York. There are
three different titles available. Each disc feat
ures an assortment of fine music boxes.

Order by stock number:

(Stock No. BOR-1704) MUSIC BOX WALTZ MELODIES. 26
familiar old favorite tunes recorded from six dif
ferent music boxes. Tunes include: Invitation to
the Dance, Merry Widow, Faust Waltz, Estudiantina,
Chimes of Normandy, Tales of the Vienna Woods,
Waves of the Blue Danube, Espana, Treasure Waltz.
$3.98 postpaid.

(Stock No. BOR-1705) MUSIC BOX MEDLEY OF CHRISTMAS
SONGS. 18 familiar Christmas songs from five dif
ferent music boxes. Tunes include: Silent Night,
Ave Maria, The Rosary, Hark the Herald Angels Sing,
Jingle Bells, Monastery Bells, First Noel.
$3.98 postpaid.

(Stock No. BOR-1706) GOLDEN MUSIC BOX FAVORITES.
26 nostalgic tunes recorded on six different music
boxes. Tunes include: Home Sweet Home, Listen to
the Mockingbird, Hearts and Flowers, Robin Adair,
Annie Laurie, Silver Threads Among the Gold.
$3.98 postpaid.

SPECIAL OFFER: All three of these records for just
$9.95 postpaid. Ask for "Bornand Record Offer" when
you order.

MUSIC BOX---PLAYER PIANO---NICKELODEON---ORGAN

Parts, Accessories, Supplies ...

A listing of discs, rolls, parts, components
and other supplies for automatic musical instru
ments. The listing is in random order so read it
carefully so as not to miss any items of interest.
Order by stock number when such number is given.
Piano rolls and music box discs are shipped post
paid. Packing and shipping charges are extra on all
other items and will be billed to you at our cost.

Music Box Discs
Tunes of our choice; prices include shipping.

7" Kalliope discs: 10 for $17.00; 30 for $45.00.
9 1/4" Stella discs: 10 for $19.50.
10 1/4" Symphonion discs: 10 for $29.50.
11 5/8" Criterion discs: $3.00 each.
12" Stella discs: 10 for $35.00.
13" Ariston discs (cardboard): 10 for $49.00; 25

for $99.50.
13 1/2" Symphonion discs: heavily rusted but in-

tact and playable. 10 for $10.00; 20 for $17.00
14" Olympia discs: 10 for $39.00.
15" New Century discs: @$4.00; 10 for $35.00.
15 1/2" Stella discs: @$4.00; 10 for $35.00.
15 3/4" Olympia discs: 10 for $45.00.
16 5/8" Ariston (cardboard) discs: @$6.00.
18 5/8" Mira (Empress) discs: @$6.00;10 for $55.00.
24 1/2" Polyphon. @$7.00.
5 1/2" (long) Capital "cuffs": @$6.00.
7 5/8" (long) Capital "cuffs": @$10.00. 35

---INTERESTING SUPPLIES AND PARTS---

"Special Disc Assortment" ... ten different types of
metal music box discs, all different ..• ideal
for display on the wall of a music room, etc.
Our choice. $19.75. All will be in good condit
ion for exhibit. Limit: one assortment per cus
tomer.

Coin Piano, Organ Rolls •.. Our Selection
Violano-Virtuoso rolls without spool (for inter

changeable spool type). 5 tunes, our choice.
Each roll $19.75; five for $89.75.

Wurlitzer 5-tune 65-Note Automatic Player Piano
rolls with rod at end •.. for use on Wurlitzer
keyboard pianos and orchestrions with the Auto
matic Roll Changer. $12.50 per roll.

Wurlitzer 10-tune 65-note Automatic Player Piano
rolls for use on Wurlitzer keyboard pianos,
Style G, D, 0 photoplayers, etc. with long roll
frame. We have just acquired a spectacular lot
of about 200 of these rolls. An excellent op
portunity to build a "library" of them. In ex
cellent condition but with titles missing @$13;
with title card @$14.00 ... or ten for $135.00.

12" wide Electrova coin piano rolls, 65-note. Both
endless and rewind types in stock. 5 tunes per
roll. Each roll: $12.50.

"OS" rolls for the Reproduco piano-pipe organ.
$15 each, or with the tune titles missing $14
per roll.

Angelus or Symphony player reed organ rolls. Paper
width of 10 1/4" $1. 75 each; 10 for $15.00; 100
for $125.00.

Aeolian-Skinner pipe organ rolls marked "Skinner
Organ Co." 10 1/8" paper width. $2.00 each, ten
for $17.50.

Regular 65-note foot-pumped player piano rolls c.
1900-1915 with pinned ends. Our choice of tunes.
Assorted lot of 25 rolls for $15.00.

New and unused MelOdee rolls, close-out special,
all different, our choice of tunes (for 88-note
home player pianos). 25 rolls for $19.00 (re
tail is regularly $1.25 per roll).

Wurlitzer Concert PianOrchestra rolls, 5 tunes per
roll. Suitable for either the Wurlitzer Concert
PianOrchestra or the larger Wurlitzer photo
players (can also be used on Philipps Pianella
orchestrions using "PC" rolls). Each: $17.00.

"Cobs" for the Gem Roller organ. $3.00 each, ten
for $25.00.

Wurlitzer Automatic Harp rolls. 6 tunes per roll.
Each roll: $17.50.

Hupfeld Phonoliszt-Violina rolls. Each: $17.50.

Misc. Parts, Supplies, Etc.
Art glass panel with pond and water lilies scene,

also roll door glass with lyre scene for cen
ter part of Wurlitzer BX or CX orchestrion as
listed on p. 128 of Put Another Nickel In. The
two colorful panels are intact but show some
minor' and hardly noticeable cracks. The pair for
$69.50 (Stock No. SUP-175l)

Duplex tracker bar and roll frame unit for large
Cremona photoplayer. Left side uses l34-note S
rolls; right side uses 88-note player piano
rolls. Measures 56" wide with mounting board
Rusted and dirty. Rare I $29.00. (Stock USUP
1750)

Wood block (without striker) on bracket and mount
ing block... from photoplayer. $9.00. (Stock No.
SUP-1749)



---INTERESTING SUPPLIES AND PARTS-~

Coinola mandolin bar with spring-loaded wooden
pegs. $15.00. (Stock HSUP-1748)

Pump bellows, reservoir, mounting brackets, crank
shaft and flywheel unit ..• the entire vacuum unit
from a Western E~ectric piano. In fine unrebuilt
condition. $75.00. (Stock H SUP-1747)

20-note set of electropneumatic striker actions
from theatre organ bell unit (bells not includ
ed). 48" long. Unrebuilt. (Stock H SUP-1746)

61" long 1;>ox for holding wooden xylophone bars.
Made by J.C. Deagan. For 29-note set. With metal
resonators, some of which are cracked. From
organ. $15.00. (Stock HSUP-1745)

Zig-zag type metal nickel chute 17" long, never
used, but made for the Wurlitzer Automatic Harp.
Adaptable to other instruments. $5.00. (Stock
H SUP-1745)

Wurlitzer Harp tracker bar in unused "mint" con
dition. 8-to-inch spacing, so suitable for Pi
anolin and certain other 44-note piano types.
Special price: $5.00 each; two for $9.50.
(Stock No. SUP-1744)

Original Wurlitzer Harp D.C. motor. $5.00. (Stock
No. SUP-1743)

Box-type coin piano vacuum pump. Water damaged.
Good for parts. $9.00 (Stock HSUP-1742)

Roll chassis side plates, mounting board and tie
rods for band organ using Wurlitzer 125 rolls.
Includes tracker bar junction block but not
tracker bar. $25. (Stock No. SUP-174l)

Band organ pump and reservoir unit. Approx size:
43" long; 18" wide; 10" high. Needs complete
rebuilding. $19.00. (Stock # SUP-1740)

Band organ pump and reservoir unit. Approx size:
36" long; 20" wide; 10" high. Needs complete
rebuilding. $19.00. (Stock # SUP-1739)

Roll carriage unit including take up spool for Wur
litzer organ using Style 125 rolls. Tracker
bar, some gears and some minor parts missing.
Worth more than $35.00 (Stock # SUP-1738)

Remote control wall panel for selecting organ
rolls. 10 buttons and several illuminated
lights. Space for program card. Mint condition.
$15.00. (Stock HSUP-1737)

Parts of three 29-note harmonium (reed organ banks)
units ... probably from a photoplayer. Good for
reeds and parts. Frame is in bad condition. The
lot is well worth $29.00 (Stock # SUP-1736)

53-note cabinet style piano stack measuring 32 3/4"
wide. Some pneumatics and minor parts missing.
$19.00 (Stock H SUP-1735)

53-note stack as above, a duplicate. $19.00. (Stock
No. SUP-1734)

88-note home player piano spool box with spool
chucks and take up spool, tracking and alignment
pneumatics and a few other parts. No tracker
bar. $15.00. (Stock #'SUP~1733)

Black base frame suitable for a music box which
measures 24 1/2" wide by 8 1/2" deep (music box
measurements). $9.00. (Stock # SUP-1732)

Coinola coin piano pneumatic stack with unit valves
and pneumatics. Disassembled and with a few
pneumatics missing. Otherwise good condition.
$39.00. (Stock H SUP-l732)

Powerful industrial drive unit powered by 20 wind
motor pneumatics. Use unknown. Measures 1 1/2'
long and I' square. Interesting! $17.50. (Stock
No. SUP-1729)

Kinetic pipe organ (suitable for photoplayer too)
blower. Develops 6" pressure and 25" vacuum. 36

---INTERESTING SUPPLIES AND PARTS---

From a Robert-Morton pipe organ installed in the
home of film star Charlie Chaplin .. Excellent
condition. Without motor. $75.00. (Stock No.
SUP-1728)

6-roll reel with roll chucks for Wurlitzer Roll
Changer, 65-note size. This is the center unit.
Number tabs gone. Needs cleaning and plating.
$19.00. (Stock No. SUP-l72?)

Chassis with slde plates for Wurl. Roll Changer
as preceding. Consists of 2 side plates, 4 tie
rods and a few other minor parts. Needs cleaning
and replating. $19.00. (Stock No. 1726)

Unrestored bank of pneumatics arranged in two
frames, each fra@e having three decks of pneu
matics. For the Wurlitzer Automatic Harp. Rare
and hard to find (if you need one!). $49.00.
(Stock No. SUP-1724)

Large pipe organ blower and motor unit. 1/2 hp
single phase 110 v. motor. 28" barrel diameter
on blower. $95.00 (Stock No. SUP-1723)

Brass spiral design idler arm and 7 wheels for
holding 27" disc on Regina auto. changing music
box. $19.00. (Stock No. SUP-1722)

6" diameter spring barrel housing, drive gears and
gear frame for Polyphon-type music box. Spring
broken. $19.00. (Stock No. SUP-172l)

Standard (brand) 88-note player piano spool box
with tracker bar, alignment pneumatics, etc.
Part of drive mechanism broken. Mounted on 54"
wide board as taken from piano. $29.00. (Stock
No. SUP-1720)

Quartered oak veneer suitable for veneering old
coin pianos, music boxes, early phonographs.
This wood cut, rare today, was popular c.1900
1930. In strips about 9" wide. $1 per square
foot. (Stock No. SUP-17l9)

Whitlock experimental cello player. Following the
great success of the Whitlock Automatic Harp
(which was marketed by Wurlitzer under the Wur
litzer name) Mr. J.W. Whitlock set about to
make an automatic cello player. He completed
about 2/3rd of the project and then abandoned
it when his Harp contract was cancelled by Wur
litzer. The experimental cello unit consists
of a chassis 7' high, 2 1/2' wide and 1 1/2'
deep. It has 15 bridged strings over a wooden
sounding board. Playing was to be accomplished
by rosined discs in the manner of the Mills
Violano-Virtuoso. This incomplete unit is a
valuable part of American automatic musical his
tory ... and, as such, properly belongs in a mus
eum. $195.00. (Stock No. SUP-17l8)

Large lot of wooden organ and photoplayer pipes ...
a fascinating group if you want to build your
own organ or orchestrion. Approximately 250
pipes in mixed and partial ranks. About 3/4th
of the pipes are from 3 inches to two feet in
length; the others are 2' to 4'. Mostly stopped
and open flutes and violins. Varying conditions,
but mostly just in need of cleaning with a damp
cloth. The entire lot for just $249.00 ... which
is less than $1 per pipe! (Stock # SUP-17l7)

Here's a real find! We have purchased a crate of
art glass for the Peerless DeLuxe Orchestrion,
the largest instrument in the 'Peerless line.
This crate came years ago from the Peerless fac
tory in St. Johnsville, N.Y. Although the meas
urements vary slightly from one panel to another
the average is 23" wide and 31" high. Each De
Luxe orchestribn originally had two of these



---INTERESTING SUPPLIES AND PARTS------INTERESTING SUPPLIES AND PARTS---
large pieces. The scene is predominately flor
al and in greens and yellows, with some purple
for accent. Excellent for building into a den
or elsewhere in your home. Of superb historical
significance I Colorful, tool $49.00 per panel,
or buy a pair for $95.00. Offer good until our
stock of 12 panels is gone. (Stock No. SUP-
1708)

Music box disc or phonograph record cabinet c.1920
in cherry wood. 24" square and 31" high. Ideal
for displaying a fine box.$25.(Stock USUP-1707)

Empty cylinder music box case 22" wide, 9" deep,
6 1/2" high. Inlaid lid and front. Inside glass
intact. $39. (Stock U SUP-169l)

Carved empty case for U.S.-made Symphonion disc
box. Trim and other features identical to cer
tain Regina boxes. 29" wide; 23" deep; l2"high.
$65.00. (Stock No. SUP-1690)

Empty cylinder music box case 23" wide, 11 1/2"
deep, 9" high. Lid inlaid with musical instru
ment design in colorful woods. $65.00. (Stock
No. SUP-1685)

30-note set of pneumatically-operated Wurlitzer or
chestra bells in 47" wide frame. From a Wurlit
zer photoplayer originally. Vacuum operated.
Completely rebuilt actions and housing ••. in mint
condition and ready to mount in the instrument
of your choice. $250.00. (Stock U SUP-1368)

Beautifully inlaid cylinder music box case 35" long
13" deep and 9 1/2" high. Top inlaid with music
and flowers design. Ornate brass handles on
ends. Front inlaid also. $95. (Stock USUP-1140)

Box-type coin piano pump. Needs rebuilding. Well
worth $17.00 (Stock No. SUP-1139)

Link piano pump. Painted red, otherwise in good
condition. $32.50. (Stock No. SUP-1138)

Large 33" diameter circle of beveled mirrored and
colored glass panels from a Mortier orchestrion.
In 57" wide wood frame. $125.(StockU SUP-l044)

Mills Automatic Virtuosa sign in brass. 13" wide,
2" high. Mounted on top of this early instru
ment. Reads: AUTOMATIC VIRTUOSA/MANUFACTURED BY/
MILLS NOVELTY CO. CHICAGO/H.K. SANDELL ,INVENTOR,
etc. Rarel $29.75. (Stock U SUP-l023)

Duplex (one roll above the other) 88-note player
piano tracker bar system, plus alignment pneu
matics, wind motors, pneumatic stack and felt
tipped "fingers" which play the piano notes .•.
all in one self-contained unit from an American
Fotoplayer. Needs complete rebuilding. Rare.
$149.00. (Stock No. SUP-1752)

Quartered oak frame containing three panels of
glass, two ?f which have the singing canary mo
tif. Clear glass. From a Style 3 Cremona coin
piano, but can be made to fit others. $49.00.
(Stock No. SUP-1753)

Above: Peerless DeLuxe or
chestnon. Original art
glass from this is offered
---see #SUP-1708
~: Just part (!) of the
large lot of pipes offered
under #SUP-1717.
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Angelus-Symphony or
gan rolls ... part of
our large roll stock
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The couchant sphinxes.
#ANT-1686.

Close-up of the "pray FootbaU" soccer game.
#ANT-1361.

Above l~ t to r" ht: Attractive cabinet-style
stereopt~con ANT-1122); Top section only 
stand not shown - of the See-A- View peep show.
Show your own slides in it! (ANT-1386); This
smaH art glass shade has over 100 pieces of
glass in. it! /ANT-l029).

With approx. 100 cards. $275.00. (Stock# ANT-1122)
"Play Football" Arcade Machine

Coin-operated soccer game c. 1920. An interest
ing mechanical device ideal for a game room. Un
commonl $195.00. (Stock No. ANT-136l)
"See-A-View" Peep Show

Modern coin-operated peep show. Views 35mm
slides (you can put your own regular slides in it)
About 5' high on stand. $69.50. (Stock# ANT-1386)
Bronze Sphinxes

Pair of 19th century bronze sphinxes, each 9"
long and 6" high. Suitable for mounting for use as
bookends, etc. Beautifull $125.00(Stock# ANT-1686)
Political Pamphlets

Cardboard carton containing several dozen dif
ferent Whig, Mason, etc. political party pamphlets
and periodicals from the mid-19th century. All are
well preserved. The lot: $195.00.

See an item of interest???
If you see an item of interest write or tele

phone for it. If your order is for $100 or more
you may telephone us COLLECT from ANYWHERE in the
United States and we'll hold it for you.

For buying and selling automatic instruments as
well as historical and research information we are
always at your service.

We look forward to hearing from you by telephone
or letter.

Columbia Graphophone
Type LK in attractive case w/small brass horn.

Uses 2 min. cylinders. $89.00. (Stock #PHO-1693)

ANTIQUES, ARCADE ITEMS AND NON-MUSICAL MISCELLANYI
Space permits neither a detailed description

~r an ~Hustration of most items. If you see an
~tem wh~ch appeals to you please request more in
formation. We' l l happi ly send you a snapshot and
more details without cost or obligation. The anti
ques we have were acquired incidentally to our
main business ... so we offer them at wholesale or
below rates.
Ship's Telegraph

On brass stand with directional and speed sig
nals on indicator. About 3' high. $129.00. (Stock
No. ANT-1009)
Ship's Wheel - Brass Bound

Unusually attractive 19th century ship's wheel
with brass center and rim. 47" diameter. Excellent
decorator item. $149.00. (Stock No. ANT-1010)
Prints and Posters

Some Currier & Ives prints, early vaudeville
posters and other printed ephemera in stock. Write.
Small Art Glass Shade

Small (4 1/2" diameter; 5" high) art glass
shade. Excellent crafts~ansqip; composed of many
small pieces. $65.00. (ANT-1029)
Carousel Horse

Carved European carousel horse about 3' long.
Recently repainted. $145.00. (Stock # ANT-1032)
Cammeyer Banj 0

Ornately inlaid 5-string "Vibrante" model banjo
by Cammeyer. ~int condition. c.1900-l9l0. Attract
ivel $1~5.00. (Stock No. ANT-1034)
Floor Model Stereopticon

Cabinet-style steropticon about 4' high. In
beautifully refinished mahogany case. With index
ing mechanism which stores a quantity of cards ...
viewable in sequence by turning the side knob.

PHONOGRAPHS
Columbia Graphophone

Rare model which uses 6" cylinders. In ornate
case. Without horn. $125.00. (Stock #PHO-1170)
Edison Triumph

Edison "Triumph" phonograph in large oak case.
Uses 2 min. cylinders. W/small brass horn. $85.00.
(Stock No. PHO-117l)
Edison Home Model

Edison home model phonograph which uses 2 min.
cylinders but which is convertible to 4 min. In
refinished oak case, with the decal gone. With
small brass horn. $75.00. (Stock #PHO-ll72)



Use this page as an order blank... or use a separate sheet of paper if you prefer.

,------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_.
I

ORDER BLANK

Enclosed is my remittance in the amount of $ Please send me the following
items and bill me later for packing and postage (when this is not included in the price):

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
In addition, the following items are on my "want list." Please send a description and

quote prices if any of these become available in the near future: (List your needs here):

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Name _ Street" _

City Statec-- Zip _

Mail your order to: HATHAWAY &BOWERS, INC.; 11975 East Florence Avenue; Santa Fe
Springs, Cal. 90670. (Tel. 213 941-8774). *An order from this eatalogue will keep
you on our mailing list to reeeive future eatalogues free of eharge. Otherwise the
subseription rate is $2 per year. or $1 per single issue.

HATHAWAY AND BOWERS
INCORPORATED

119n EAST n.ORENCE AVENUE

SANTA FE SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA 90670

Telephone CMulopleUu..1 (213) 941·8774

Directors:

TERRY HATHAWAY

Q. DAVlD BOWERS

Calif. residents add 5% state tax or furnish resale permit.
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Coming soon from Hathaway & Bowers~ Inc ...

J A Z Z BAN D DAN C E o R G A N S

In superb playing condition ••. ready to enjoy!

We recently bought an entire warehouse full of these melodious instruments ••• twenty-eight of
them in all! Containing up to several hundred organ pipes plus visible snare drum, bass drum,
accordion, etc. which operate in full view these instruments were a familiar sight in dance halls
and other amusement places during the 1940's and 1950's. We bought the group reasonably and are
now having each instrument carefully reconditioned. We will have these for sale within the next
month or so. Each one will be with a large supply of music rolls, including modern tunes, and
will be ready to enjoy! Most are under eight feet high, so they will fit in almost any room. Our
price is so attractive that several local collectors who have seen photos of them have indicated
an interest in two or three of them apiece! The low price is absolutely unbeatable anywhere and
the condition is outstanding. If you would like more information write or call today!
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HATHAWAY AND BOWERS,INC.

11975 E. FLORENCE AVE.
SANTA FE SPRINGS, CALIF. 90670




